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Abstract
Call graphs are an essential requirement for almost all inter-procedural analyses. This mo-
tivated the development of many tools and frameworks to generate the call graph of a given
program. However, the majority of these tools focus on generating the call graph of the whole
program (i.e., both the application and the libraries that the application depends on). A popu-
lar compromise to the excessive cost of building a call graph for the whole program is to build
an application-only call graph. To achieve this, all the effects of the library code and any calls
that the library makes back into the application are usually ignored. This results in potential
unsoundness in the generated call graph and therefore in analyses that use it. Additionally, the
scope of the application classes to be analyzed by such an algorithm has been often arbitrarily
defined.
In this thesis, we define the separate compilation assumption, which clearly defines the division
between the application and the library based on the fact that the code of the library has to
be compiled without access to the code of the application. We then use this assumption to
define more specific constraints on how the library code can interact with the application code.
These constraints make it possible to generate sound and reasonably precise call graphs without
analyzing libraries.
We investigate whether the separate compilation assumption can be encoded universally in
Java bytecode, such that all existing whole-program analysis frameworks can easily take advantage
of it. We present and evaluate Averroes, a tool that generates a placeholder library that
over-approximates the possible behaviour of an original library. The placeholder library can be
constructed quickly without analyzing the whole program, and is typically in the order of 80 kB
of class files (comparatively, the Java standard library is 25 MB). Any existing whole-program
call graph construction framework can use the placeholder library as a replacement for the actual
libraries to efficiently construct a sound and precise application call graph.
Averroes improves the analysis time of whole-program call graph construction by a factor of
3.5x to 8x, and reduces memory requirements by a factor of 8.4x to 12x. In addition, Averroes
makes it easier for whole-program frameworks to handle reflection soundly in two ways: it is
based on conservative assumptions about all behaviour within the library, including reflection,
and it provides analyses and tools to model reflection in the application. We also evaluate the
precision of the call graphs built with Averroes in existing whole-program frameworks. Finally,
we provide a correctness proof for Averroes based on Featherweight Java.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Starting four decades ago, call graphs were first used for inter-procedural analysis and optimiza-
tion [5]. To this day, call graphs are used by various software tools to compute the calls between
methods in a given program. Such information is necessary for compilers to determine whether
specific optimizations can be applied. For example, a compiler can use a call graph to eliminate
unreachable code (e.g., debugging code and unused parts of libraries) [24], propagate constants
across a program [27], or to inline statically-bound calls [24]. Additionally, numerous software
engineering tools use call graph information to help software engineers increase their understand-
ing of a program. For example, an integrated development environment (IDE), like Eclipse, uses
call graph information to provide features like code navigation and completion [34], “Jump to
Declaration” [21], and automated code refactoring [49].
The call graph of a program is the relation describing exactly the calls made from one method
to another in all possible executions of that program. However, computing this relation is unde-
cidable, as the halting problem can be reduced to the precise call graph construction problem [39].
Therefore, we compute over-approximations of the precise call graph using static analysis. Such
over-approximations are typically referred to as static call graphs. For every method invocation
instruction in the program (a call site), the static call graph contains an edge to every target
method that might be invoked by that instruction.
In Java, as well as other object-oriented languages, the targets of method calls are selected
using the runtime type of the receiver object. Therefore, static call graph construction requires
a combination of two inter-related static analyses: (1) calculating the sets of possible receiver
types, and (2) determining the targets of method calls. Determining the targets of calls requires
computing two sets: reachable methods and call edges. On the other hand, a points-to analysis
is usually required to precisely determine the sets of possible receiver types. A typical points-to
analysis is defined by two parameters: points-to sets and points-to constraints. Figure 1.1 depicts
the four parameters of static call graph construction and their inter-dependencies.
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Figure 1.1: Inter-dependent parameters of a static call graph construction algorithm.
1.1 Static Call Graph Construction
The main purpose of a static call graph construction algorithm is to compute the set of call
edges. A call edge connects a call site to a target method that may be invoked from that call
site. Figure 1.1 shows that computing the set of call edges depends on two parameters: reachable
methods and points-to sets. First, we are only interested in call sites that do not occur in
unreachable code. Therefore, a precise static call graph construction algorithm keeps track of
the set of methods that are transitively reachable from the entry points of the program (e.g., its
main() method). Second, the target of a given call depends on the runtime type of the receiver
of the call. A precise static call graph construction algorithm therefore computes the points-to
sets abstracting the objects that each variable could point to. There are two common methods
of abstraction to represent objects: either by their allocation site (from which their runtime type
can be deduced) or by their runtime type. Thus, the points-to set of a variable at a call site
over-approximates the runtime types of the receiver of that call.
Points-to sets are computed by finding the least fixed-point solution of a system of subset
constraints [7] that model all possible assignments between variables in the program. Thus, an
abstract object “flows” from its allocation site into the points-to sets of all variables to which it
could be assigned. Eventually, the abstract object reaches all of the call sites at which its methods
could be called. The dependency of the points-to set on the set of call edges is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. The calculation of the points-to sets is expressed in terms of the points-to constraints.
The points-to constraints model intra-procedural assignments between variables due to explicit
instructions within methods. They also model inter-procedural assignments due to parameter
passing and returns from methods. Since only intra-procedural assignments in reachable methods
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are considered, the set of points-to constraints depends on the set of reachable methods. The set
of call edges is another dependency because it determines the inter-procedural assignments.
Finally, the set of reachable methods depends, of course, on the set of call edges. A method
n is reachable if there exists a call edge (m → n) that leads to it. A precise static call graph
construction algorithm computes these four inter-dependent relations concurrently until it reaches
a mutual least fixed-point. This is commonly referred to as on-the-fly call graph construction.
1.2 Whole-Program Call Graph Construction
A static call graph is a necessary prerequisite for most inter-procedural analyses used in compilers,
verification tools, and program understanding tools [35]. However, constructing sound and precise
static call graphs for object-oriented programs is often difficult and expensive.1 The key reason
is dynamic dispatch: the target of a method call depends on the runtime type of the receiver
of the call. One approach, Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) [16], conservatively assumes that
the receiver could be any object admitted by the statically declared type of the receiver of
the call. Because call graphs constructed with this assumption are imprecise, most call graph
construction algorithms attempt to track the flow of potential receivers through the program [1,
12, 29, 36, 56]. Since the receiver of the call could have been created anywhere in the program,
these algorithms generally analyze the whole program. However, common libraries (e.g., the Java
standard library) are usually large in size, making it very expensive to construct a call graph,
even for a small object-oriented program. For example, constructing the call graph of a Java
“Hello, World!” program using Spark [37], with JDK 1.4 as the Java standard library, takes up
to 30 seconds, and produces a call graph with more than 5,000 reachable methods and more than
23,000 call edges.
In general, even if the call graph construction algorithm itself is cheap, just reading all of the
library dependencies of a program takes a long time.2 Additionally, in many cases, the whole
program may not even be available for analysis. This generated interest in the development of
algorithms that analyze only parts of a program.
1.3 Partial-Program Call Graph Construction
A partial call graph is a call graph that explicitly represents the call relations between the ana-
lyzed parts of the program, usually the application, and summarizes the unanalyzed parts of the
program, usually the library, by a single node in the graph. Partial call graph construction is an
1Hereafter, we will use the terms “call graph” and “static call graph” interchangeably.
2Hereafter, we will use the singular “library” to refer to all of the libraries that a program depends on.
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Figure 1.2: Conservative assumptions that a sound partial-program analysis must make.
often-requested feature in static analysis frameworks for Java. On the mailing list of Soot [56],
which analyzes the whole program to construct its call graph, dozens of users have requested
support for partial call graph construction [10].
A common approach for constructing partial call graphs, used for example in Wala [29], is
to define an analysis scope of the classes to be analyzed. The analysis scope then represents
the application part of the program. The effects of code outside this scope (i.e., the library)
are ignored. As a consequence, the generated call graph lacks edges representing callbacks from
the library to the application. Methods that should be reachable due to those callback edges
are ignored as well. Since this approach ignores the effects of library code, any store or load
operation in the library that involves an object created in the application is ignored. Therefore,
the points-to sets of the application objects will be incomplete, potentially causing even more call
graph edges to be missing.
A whole-program call graph is sound if the set of call edges it computes is a superset of the
possible runtime calls in the whole program. On the other hand, a partial-graph is sound if the
set of call edges within the application part of the program is a superset of the possible runtime
calls that could take place within the same application part. In general, if a sound call graph is
to be constructed without analyzing the whole program, conservative assumptions must be made
for all four of the inter-dependent relations in Figure 1.1. A sound analysis must assume that any
unanalyzed code could do “anything”. In particular, the unanalyzed code could call any method,
assign any value to any field, and create new objects of any type, as summarized in Figure 1.2.
Due to the dependencies between the four relations, imprecision in any one relation can quickly
pollute the others. Therefore, without any assumptions about the unanalyzed part of the code,
a sound algorithm generates a call graph that is so imprecise that it is useless. However, it is
frequently the case that the unanalyzed code is a library that is developed separately and can be
compiled without access to the rest of the program.
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1.4 Motivation
Our goal is to construct a partial call graph that soundly over-approximates the set of targets of
every call site, and the set of reachable methods in the analysis scope. Such call graph uses a
single summary node to represent all methods in the library. However, the call graph should be
accurate for the application code. To achieve this, we have made less conservative assumptions
about the library code, which is not analyzed, while still generating a precise and sound call
graph for the application. The essential observation behind our approach is that the division
between an application and its library is not arbitrary. If the analysis scope could be any set of
classes, then the call graph would necessarily be very imprecise. In particular, a sound analysis
would have to assume that the unanalyzed code could call any non-private method and modify
any non-private field in the analysis scope.3
A realistic, yet useful assumption, is that the code of the library has been compiled without
access to the code of the application. We refer to this as the separate compilation assumption.
From this assumption, we can deduce more specific restrictions on how the library can interact
with the application. In particular, the library cannot call a method, access a field, or instantiate
a class of the application if the library author does not know the name of that method, field, or
class. It is theoretically possible to discover this information using reflection, and some special-
purpose “libraries” such as JUnit [41] actually do so. We assume that such reflective poking into
the internals of an application is rare in most general-purpose libraries. Section 4.3.3 provides
more details about handling reflection in the context of the separate compilation assumption.
1.5 Thesis Research Theme
The separate compilation assumption enables the construction of a precise and sound call graph
for the part of the program that is analyzed (the application) without analyzing its libraries. The
call graph soundly over-approximates the set of targets of every call site in the application part
of a program (the analysis scope), while using a single summary node to represent all methods
in the library. Calls from application methods to library methods and vice versa are represented
as call edges to and from the library summary node, respectively. A call edge is created for each
possible call between application methods, but no edges are created to represent calls within the
library. It is implicitly assumed that any library method could call any other library method.
Similarly, a single summary points-to set is used to represent the points-to sets of all variables
within the library. Intra-library pointer flow, however, is not tracked precisely.
More formally, a partial call graph for a program P consisting of an application A and a
library L is sound if for every call m 7→ m′ that can occur at runtime:
3Some field modifications could theoretically be ruled out if an escape analysis determined that some objects
are not reachable through the heap from any objects available to the unanalyzed code.
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1 public class Main {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3 MyHashMap<String,String> myHashMap = new MyHashMap<String,String>();
4 System.out.println(myHashMap);
5 }
6 }
7
8 public class MyHashMap<K,V> extends HashMap<K,V> {
9 public void clear() { }
10 public int size() { return 0; }
11 public String toString() { return "MyHashMap"; }
12 }
Figure 1.3: A sample Java program that will be used for demonstration.
1. if both m and m′ are in A, then there exists an edge from m to m′ in the partial call graph,
2. if m is in A and m′ is in L, then there exists an edge from m to the library summary node,
3. if m is in L and m′ is in A, then there exists an edge from the library summary node back
to m′, and
4. if both m and m′ are in L, then the call is ignored in the partial call graph.
Figure 1.3 shows a sample Java program that we will use to demonstrate our approach.
Figure 1.4 compares two branches from the call graphs generated for this sample program by (a)
whole-program analysis and (b) partial-program analysis (e.g., using the separate compilation
assumption). Both branches are computed by following the paths from the entry-point method
of the call graph, Main.main(). In Figure 1.4a, we can see that the first branch shows all of
the call edges from the method MyHashMap.<init>() all the way up to java.lang.Object.
<init>(). The second branch in the call graph shows the call edges between library methods
(e.g., the call edge from the method java.io.PrintStream.println(Object) to the method
java.lang.String.valueOf(Object)). The target of that edge calls back to the application
method MyHashMap.toString().
On the other hand, Figure 1.4b shows how a partial call graph represents the same branches.
All of the edges beyond the predefined point of interest of the user (i.e., the application classes
MyHashMap and Main) are considered as part of the library and are not explicitly represented in
the graph. Therefore, all library methods are reduced to one library node that can have edges to
and from application methods. The figure also shows that even for such a small sample program,
the graph generated using the separate compilation assumption is easier to visualize and inspect.
This will give the users a more focused view of the classes they are interested in, similar to what
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Figure 1.4: Two branches from the call graph for the sample program in Figure 1.3 as computed
by (a) a whole-program call graph analysis and (b) a partial-program call graph analysis using
the separate compilation assumption. The dashed line represents a call from a library method to
an application method (i.e., a library callback).
they would do during manual code inspection [28]. Having a more focused and precise view of
the call graph should not ignore any of the potential call edges. Ignoring the library callback edge
in Figure 1.4a, for example, will render the generated call graph unsound. Thus, it is crucial to
precisely define, based on the separate compilation assumption, how the library summary node
interacts with the application methods in the call graph.
We briefly introduce and evaluate Cgc, a proof-of-concept extension to Doop [12] that con-
structs call graphs using a pointer analysis based on the separate compilation assumption. We
next investigate whether the separate compilation assumption, and the constraints that follow
from it, can be encoded in a form that is universal to all Java program analysis frameworks, the
Java bytecode. Our goal is to enable any existing whole-program analysis framework to take
advantage of the separate compilation assumption without modifications to the framework.
To accomplish this, we present Averroes, a Java bytecode generator that, for a given pro-
gram, generates a replacement for the program’s library that embodies the constraints that fol-
low from the separate compilation assumption. An existing, unmodified whole-program analysis
framework needs only to read the replacement library instead of the original library to automat-
ically gain the benefits of the separate compilation assumption. For example, instead of going
through all of the work that was necessary to implement Cgc, one can now achieve the same effect
automatically by running Averroes followed by Doop. The same adaptation can be applied
not only to Doop, but to any other whole-program call graph construction framework.
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1.6 Results
In this thesis, we evaluate the hypothesis that the separate compilation assumption is sufficient
to construct precise call graphs. The evaluation process is twofold. First, we evaluate soundness
by comparing call graphs produced by Averroes-based tools against the dynamic call graphs
observed at run time by *J [20]. Second, we evaluate precision by comparing call graphs pro-
duced by Averroes-based tools against the call graphs constructed by whole-program analysis
(Spark [37] and Doop [12]).
We also evaluate the performance improvements that Averroes offers for the whole-program
analysis frameworks Spark and Doop. Our experiments have shown that the improvements
are very significant because the replacement library is much smaller than the original library.
For example, version 1.4 of the Java standard library contains 25 MB of class files, whereas the
Averroes replacement library contains in the order of only 80 kB of class files. Depending on
the size of the analyzed client program, Averroes improves the running time of Spark and
Doop by a factor of 3.5x and 2.8x, respectively, and reduces memory requirements by a factor
of 12x and 8.4x, respectively.
Averroes also enables other benefits in addition to performance. One such benefit is general-
ity. For example, many whole-program analysis frameworks are designed to soundly model some
specific version of the Java standard library. However, the replacement library constructed by
Averroes soundly over-approximates all possible implementations of the library that have the
interface used by the client application. Therefore, Averroes makes any existing whole-program
analysis framework independent of the Java standard library version.
A related benefit is the handling of difficult features such as reflection and native methods.
A whole-program analysis must correctly model in detail all such unanalyzable behaviour within
the library in order to maintain soundness. On the other hand, Averroes is automatically sound
for such behaviour because it already assumes that the library could “do anything”. That said,
the generated library must still model reflective effects of the library on the client application
(e.g., reflective instantiation of classes of the application). However, this issue is also made easier
by Averroes. Any tools or analyses that provide information about such reflective effects (e.g.,
analysis of strings passed to reflection methods or dynamic traces summarizing actual reflective
behaviour) can be implemented in Averroes. Whole-program analysis frameworks can then
take advantage of these effects without modification.
1.7 Contributions
In this thesis, we make the following contributions.
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• We identify the separate compilation assumption as key to partial call graph construction,
and specify the assumptions about the effects of library code that can be derived from it.
• We provide a correctness proof for the separate compilation assumption based on Feather-
weight Java [30], a minimal core calculus for Java.
• We briefly introduce Cgc, a proof-of-concept extension for Doop, written in Datalog4, that
implements partial-program call graph construction.
• We present Averroes, a Java bytecode generator that, for a given program, generates a
replacement library that embodies the constraints that follow from the separate compilation
assumption.5
• We empirically show that the separate compilation assumption is sufficient for constructing
precise and sound application-only call graphs.
• We identify the performance gains of using an Averroes replacement library as opposed
to the original library of a Java program.
1.8 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work. Chapter 3 defines
the separate compilation assumption and the constraints that follow from it. In Chapter 4, we
explain how Averroes encodes the constraints that follow from the separate compilation as-
sumption as Java bytecode instructions. Chapter 5 provides an extensive evaluation with respect
to soundness, precision and performance improvements of using the replacement library gener-
ated by Averroes instead of the original library code. Chapter 6 provides a correctness proof
for the separate compilation assumption based on Featherweight Java. Chapter 7 summarizes
our conclusions for the work presented in this thesis.
4Datalog is a logic-based language for (recursively) defining relations.
5Averroes implements the constraints of the separate compilation assumption for versions of Java up to
1.7. Java 8 introduces additional features such as invokedynamic that would require additional support in
Averroes.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Call graphs are the cornerstone of most inter-procedural analyses used in program analysis tools
to provide a wide range of tasks such as refactoring, bug-finding, code optimization, and code
verification. Therefore, the problem of call graph construction, as well as pointer analysis, has
received significant attention. In this chapter, we present a survey of the work most related to
the area of call graph construction and other topics discussed in this dissertation.
Chapter Organization. In Section 2.1, we present early work on call graph construction and
pointer analysis. Section 2.2 then gives a brief overview of the most popular pointer analysis
frameworks commonly used to generate call graphs. In Section 2.3, we describe a line of work
which enables demand-driven and incremental pointer analysis. Section 2.4 presents a category
of algorithms that are capable of analyzing fragments of a program, in the absence of the rest
of the program. In Section 2.5, we discuss previous research which determines objects that may
escape from a predefined analysis scope.
2.1 Call Graph Construction
A differentiating feature of whole-program call graph construction algorithms is how they approx-
imate the targets of dynamically dispatched method calls. This affects how they approximate
the runtime types of the receivers of those calls. A precise call graph construction algorithm re-
quires knowledge of the runtime types of the receivers of method calls, through pointer analysis,
to compute the target methods of those calls. A pointer analysis determines when two pointer
expressions refer to the same heap abstraction. A points-to analysis determines what heap ab-
stractions a pointer can point to. We will use both terms interchangeably in this thesis to mean
the points-to analysis.
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Early work on call graph construction uses simple approximations of runtime types to model
dynamic dispatch. Dean et al. [16] formulate class hierarchy analysis (CHA), which uses the
assumption that the runtime type of a receiver could be any subtype of its statically declared
type at the call site. Thus, CHA uses only static type information, and does not maintain
any points-to sets of the possible runtime types of objects. Bacon et al. [8] define rapid type
analysis (RTA), a refinement of CHA that restricts the possible runtime types to classes that
are instantiated in the reachable part of the program. Diwan et al. [19] present more precise call
graph construction algorithms that remain simple and fast. Rather than maintaining a single
set of possible runtime types in the whole program, as in RTA, the authors compute separate
sets of runtime types for individual local variables. Sundaresan et al. [53] introduce variable type
analysis (VTA). VTA generates subset constraints to model the possible assignments between
variables within the program. It then propagates points-to sets of the specific runtime types of
each variable along these constraints. Unlike the analyses of Diwan et al. [19], VTA computes
these points-to sets for heap-allocated objects in addition to local variables.
Tip et al. [54] study a wide range of call graph construction algorithms. The authors define
several analyses whose precision vary between RTA [8] and 0-CFA [24, 50]. Separate object
sets for methods and fields are used to approximate the runtime values of expressions. The
authors have experimented with using distinct sets for classes (CTA), distinct sets for classes and
fields (MTA), distinct sets for classes and methods (FTA), and distinct sets for classes, fields
and methods (XTA). The XTA analysis resulted in the best trade-off between performance and
precision for call graph construction.
The previous algorithm was later used by Tip et al. [55] to implement Jax, an application
extractor for Java. Jax uses type-based algorithms to model the library dependencies of a given
Java program on-the-fly. In contrast, the separate compilation assumption flow-based algorithms
to create a model for the behaviour of the unanalyzed library. Additionally, the separate compi-
lation assumption formally defines the constraints that model the side effects of the unanalyzed
library code.
In general, pointer analyses differ in how they handle four aspects of the analyzed program:
1. execution flow: a flow-sensitive analysis takes into consideration the order of the execution
of statements in the program.
2. calling context: an analysis is context-sensitive if it distinguishes between different calling
contexts of a method.
3. field sensitivity: a field-sensitive analysis distinctly represents fields of an object.
4. object representation: an analysis can use one abstract object to represent all instantiations
of a class, or use different abstract object to represent different allocation sites of a class.
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Ryder [47] provides a comprehensive taxonomy of many dimensions that affect the precision
and cost of a given pointer analysis.
2.2 Static Analysis Frameworks
Several static analysis frameworks for Java now include call graph construction implementations
with a range of algorithms that can be configured for the desired trade-off between the precision
and the cost of the underlying pointer analysis. Lhota´k et al. [37] introduce Spark, a flexi-
ble framework for experimenting with points-to analyses for Java programs. Spark provides a
Soot [56] transformation that constructs the call graph of the input program on-the-fly while
calculating the points-to sets. Although Soot requires the entire program to generate a whole-
program call graph, it is possible to configure the Soot classes so that some of the input classes
are ignored. This is usually achieved through setting the allow phantom refs option to true, which
means that the ignored class will be completely discarded. However, crucial information about
the signatures of the classes, methods, and fields is lost. Nevertheless, Soot will continue the
analysis on a best-effort basis while warning the user that the results are probably unsound [31].
However, Spark, which is a call graph analysis tool within Soot, throws an exception if it
encounters a call to one of those phantom classes.
Wala [29] is a Java-based static analysis library from IBM Research designed to support
various pointer analysis configurations. Wala is capable of building a call graph for a program
by performing pointer analysis with on-the-fly call graph construction to resolve the targets
of dynamically dispatched calls. Wala provides the option of excluding individual classes or
entire packages while constructing the call graph. In fact, Wala excludes all the user-interface
related packages (e.g., java.awt,javax.swing) from the Java runtime library by default when
constructing a call graph. When the exclude option is set, Wala limits the scope of its pointer
analysis to the set of included classes. This ignores any effects the excluded classes might have on
the calculation of the points-to sets. Therefore, the generated call graphs may be unsound and/or
imprecise. Moreover, it is not possible to exclude crucial classes (e.g., java.lang.Object) from
the analysis as this will cause Wala to throw an exception.
Paddle [36] is a BDD-based framework that offers various call graph analyses for Java, as
well as client analyses that uses their results. Paddle offers several variations of context-sensitive
and object-sensitive analyses. Since Paddle was designed to scale well to benchmarks using large
libraries, it has no support for analyzing incomplete/partial programs.
Bravenboer et al. [12] present Doop, a novel framework for points-to analysis of Java pro-
grams. Doop offers various pointer analysis algorithms, all defined declaratively in Datalog.
The modular and declarative implementation of the framework achieves substantial speedups,
up to 15x, when compared to the BDD-based framework Paddle [36] for various analyses (e.g.,
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1-call-site sensitive analysis). Doop is also capable of constructing the call graph on-the-fly while
computing the points-to sets. There is no way to exclude some classes (e.g., the Java standard
library classes) from the analysis as Doop analyzes the entire input program. However, we were
able to extend Doop to support partial program analysis using our extension, Cgc [2].
2.3 Demand-Driven Pointer Analysis
One possible approach to reduce the excessive cost of performing a whole-program points-to
analysis is using a demand-driven or an incremental pointer analysis. A demand-driven pointer
analysis computes the points-to sets of a given list of pointers using the least possible relevant
program information. This can enable pointer analyses in applications where users expect fast
responses (e.g., integrated development environments, IDEs). However, Hind [26] explains that
identifying useful demand-driven/incremental analyses and incomplete program analyses are some
of the remaining problems that face pointer analysis research.
Yur et al. [60] provide an incremental flow-sensitive and context-sensitive pointer analysis
that updates data-flow information after a program change rather than recomputing it from
scratch, under the assumption that the change impact will be limited. The analysis achieved an
average of six-fold speedup while retaining the same precision as exhaustive analyses. However,
the experiments carried out in this work involved using artificial program changes crafted by the
authors that do not necessarily reflect modifications likely to be made by programmers.
Heintze et al. [25] introduce a demand-driven approach for pointer analysis that performs
just enough computation to determine the points-to sets for a given list of pointer variables. The
analysis requires access to the full code of the defined scope. Therefore, it performs badly in cases
when computing the points-to sets of all the variables in the program is required. The analysis is
also memory-hungry, and slower than whole-program analyses. Vivien et al. [59] present a similar
algorithm that analyzes the small regions of the program that surround each allocation site. It
then uses this information to deliver useful pointer analysis results. The algorithm delivers almost
all of the benefit of a whole-program analysis. However, it does not soundly deal with situations
where it is unable to locate all of the potential callers of a given method.
In an effort to compute more sound pointer analysis information using a demand-driven ap-
proach, Rountev et al. [45] propose a novel whole-program call graph construction analysis for C.
Although the analysis requires the whole program, it analyzes each module of the program sepa-
rately. A given C program can take the address of a function, and later invoke it by dereferencing
the resulting function pointer. Therefore, the function that is invoked depends on the target
of the function pointer. The analysis proceeds in two steps. First, in contrast to Averroes,
conservative assumptions are made about all possible applications that could use a given library.
The analysis then builds up a set of constraints that model the precise behaviour of the library.
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Second, these constraints are used to model the library in an analysis of a specific application.
The main target of this work is software built with large extensible reusable library components.
The authors have shown they can do the whole-program analysis of the software by combining
the summary information of the library to the analysis of the main component without any loss
of precision. However, the whole program is still analyzed, just each module separately (i.e., not
at the same time).
Rountev et al. [43] apply a similar approach to summarize the precise effects of Java libraries
for the purpose of the inter-procedural finite distributive subset (IFDS) and inter-procedural
distributive environment (IDE) algorithms [48]. Although these algorithms already inherently
construct summaries of callees to use in analyzing callers, they had to be extended in order to
deal with the library calling back into application code. This is done by splitting methods into
the part before and after an unknown call. Summaries are then generated for each part rather
than the whole method. When the target of the unknown call later becomes available, the partial
summaries are composed. Rountev et al. [46] evaluate the approach on two instances of IDE, a
points-to analysis and a system dependence graph construction analysis.
Sridharan et al. [52] suggest a novel approach to improve the scalability and precision of
demand-driven pointer analyses. The authors present a demand-driven, context-sensitive points-
to analysis that filters out unrealizable paths to generate context-sensitive call graphs. Although
the analysis can be used to precisely analyze large programs, it is not capable of handling incom-
plete programs or program fragments where some parts of the source code are unavailable.
2.4 Program Fragments Analysis
Although demand-driven approaches help reduce the cost of performing an exhaustive whole-
program analysis at once, they still require access to the source code of the parts of the program
they analyze. This approach cannot be used in situation when parts of the source code are
unavailable (e.g., developing the library components of a program separately from the application
components).
Diwan et al. [19] present simple and fast algorithms for type hierarchy analysis, aggregate
analysis, intra-procedural analysis, and inter-procedural analysis. The analyses assume that the
entire program, except for the library code, is available. However, the analyses assume that the
library code does not create subtypes of any types declared outside the library. In other words,
the library cannot create an object of an application class. This limits the ability of the analysis
to handle current programming trends (e.g., reflection).
DeFouw et al. [17] describe a general analysis framework that integrates propagation-based
and unification-based analyses to produce a fast inter-procedural class analysis. The analysis
assumes that it has access to the entire program but could be extended to support analyzing
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program fragments. However, the summary data-flow graphs for the missing components (i.e.,
the missing source code) should be available.
Tip et al. [54] explore many call graph construction algorithms in which the scope of the points-
to sets is varied between a single set for the whole program (like RTA) and a separate set for each
variable (like VTA). The authors present a scalable propagation-based call graph construction
algorithm (XTA), where separate object sets for methods and fields are used to approximate the
run-time values of expressions. The algorithm is capable of analyzing incomplete applications by
associating a single set of objects, SE , with the outside world (i.e., the library). The algorithm
conservatively assumes that the library calls back any application method that overrides a library
method. The set SE is then used to determine the set of methods that the external code can
invoke by the dynamic dispatch mechanism. A separate set of objects SC is associated with an
external (i.e., library) class if the objects passed to the methods in class C interact with other
external classes in limited ways. An example of this case is the class java.lang.Vector. This
step requires the analysis of the external classes to model the separate propagation sets. In
addition, this technique varies based on the library dependencies of the input program.
Expanding on Tip et al.’s initial idea of analyzing incomplete applications, we formulated
the separate compilation assumption, and worked out the specific assumptions that follow from
it. We have also derived a set of constraints from those assumptions. Additionally, we have
empirically analyzed the precision and soundness of the partial call graphs generated compared
to call graphs generated by analyzing the whole program.
Rountev et al. [44] adapt the C-based analysis from [45] to support Java programs. The
authors present a general approach for adapting whole program class analyses to operate on
program fragments by creating placeholders to serve as representatives for and simulate potential
effects of unknown code. Like Averroes, the fragment class analysis encodes the constraints
collected from the library in executable placeholder code. The placeholder code can then be
added to the input classes and the result is treated as a complete program which can be analyzed
using whole program class analyses. Unlike Averroes, this placeholder code is a precise and
detailed summary of the exact effects of the library, and its construction requires the entire
library to be analyzed. Moreover, some of the constraints require changes to the application code
in addition to the placeholder library. In contrast, the purpose of Averroes is to generate a
minimal library stub that enables a sound analysis of the original application code.
Our work is also related to the work of Zhang et al. [61]. They provide a fine-tuned data
reachability algorithm to resolve library call-backs, V a −DataReachft. Similar to the separate
compilation assumption, their algorithm distinguishes library code from application code in the
formulation of the constraints. The purpose of their algorithm is to compute more precise library
callback information than can be expressed by a call graph. For each call from the application to
the library, the algorithm computes a specialized set of library callbacks. In contrast, our aim is
not to analyze the library at all, and generate a possibly less precise but sound call graph.
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2.5 Confined Types
The main challenge encountered when analyzing the application part of a program while ignoring
the library is determining the objects that may escape from the predefined application scope to
the library, and vice versa. This directly affects the points-to sets of the local variables in the
application and the library (or the summarized library points-to set in the case of partial-program
analyses).
Grothoff et al. [23] present Kacheck/J, a tool that is capable of identifying accidental leaks of
heap object abstractions. Kacheck/J achieves that by inferring the confinement property for Java
classes [57, 58, 62]. A Java class is considered confined when objects of its type are encapsulated
in its defining package. The analysis needs only to analyze the defining package of the given Java
class to infer its confinement property. As part of the confinement analysis, Kacheck/J identifies
anonymous methods which are guaranteed not to leak a reference to their receiver.
This approach can be used to develop a partial-program analysis where only the application
classes are analyzed to construct the call graph of a program without the need to analyze any
library code. To achieve this, the set of application classes can be thought of as one defining
package. The confinement analysis can then determine which application class may leak objects
of its type to the outside world (i.e., the library). However this is not enough to construct the call
graph. Constructing the call graph would still require the points-to set information augmented
with the confinement property information for the application classes.
In addition to the analyses that infer the confinement property, there is a large body of work
on type systems that enforce encapsulation by restricting reference aliasing. Clarke et al. [14] and
Noble et al. [40] introduce ownership types by forming a static type system that indicates object
ownership. This provides a flexible mechanism to limit the visibility of object references and
restrict access paths to objects. Dietl et al. [18] apply the notion of ownership types to structure
the object store and to restrict how references can be passed in the Java Modelling Language,
JML [33].
Genius et al. [22] present sandwich types that allow a coarser view on heap objects. Sandwich
types are a generalization of balloon types [6]. All objects in a balloon can be accessed only via
a distinguished balloon object. Both type systems were originally introduced to help improve
the locality of object-oriented programs. Sandwich types could be used to compute the types of
objects that local variables in the library can point to. However, this requires access to the source
code of the library components which is something the separate compilation assumption tries to
avoid.
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Chapter 3
The Separate Compilation
Assumption
Any given Java program can be thought of as two sets of classes. One set represents the libraries
that the program uses to accomplish some tasks. The other set is the client/application code
that uses these libraries to perform those tasks. In the context of call graph construction, the
input to the algorithm can then be thought of as a set of classes designated as the application
classes. The application classes may have dependencies on classes outside this set. We designate
any class outside the set as a library class. We use the terms application method and library
method to refer to the methods declared in application and library classes, respectively. Both the
application classes and the library classes make up the whole program that is analyzed by the
call graph construction algorithm. If a call graph construction algorithm does not analyze the
library part of a program, it must make very conservative assumptions about the effects of the
unanalyzed library code. In particular, a sound algorithm would have to assume the following:
1. a library class or interface may extend or implement any class or interface,
2. a library method may instantiate an object of any type and call its constructor,
3. a local variable in a library method may point to any object of any type consistent with its
declared type,
4. a call site in a library class may call any accessible method of any class,
5. a library method may read or modify any accessible field of any object,
6. a library method may read or modify any element of any array,
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7. a library method may cause the loading and static initialization (i.e., execution of the
<clinit>() method) of any class, and
8. a library method may throw any exception of any subtype of java.lang.Throwable.
3.1 Definition
Our goal is to avoid the analysis of library code and instead make conservative assumptions
about library behavior in a way that lets us construct a precise and sound call graph for the
application. A realistic, yet useful, assumption is the Separate Compilation Assumption
which states that:
All of the library classes can be compiled in the absence of the application classes.
3.2 Constraints
Following from the separate compilation assumption, we identify a set of constraints that enable
precise call graph construction for the application part of a Java program without analyzing its
library dependencies.
Constraint 1 [class hierarchy ]
A library class cannot extend or implement an application class or interface.
If such a class existed, the library could not have been compiled in the absence of the appli-
cation classes. This directly contradicts with the separate compilation assumption.
Constraint 2 [class instantiation]
An allocation site in a library method can instantiate an object whose runtime type is:
• a library class, or
• an application class whose name is known to the library (i.e., through reflection).
An allocation site in a library method cannot instantiate an object whose runtime type is an
application class. The runtime type of the object is specified in the allocation site, so compilation
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of the allocation site would require the presence of the application class. The only exception
to this rule is reflective allocation sites in a library class (i.e., using Class.forName() and
Class.newInstance()) that could possibly create an object of an application class. Since Java
semantics do not prevent the library from doing this, our analysis should handle these reflective
allocations without analyzing the library code. The library can reflectively instantiate objects of
an application class if the library knows the name of this particular application class. In other
words, if a string corresponding to the name of an application class flows to the library (possibly
as an argument to a call to Class.forName()), then the library can instantiate objects of that
class.
Constraint 3 [local variables]
Local variables in the library can point to objects:
• instantiated by the library,
• instantiated by the application and then passed in to the library due to
inter-procedural assignments,
• stored in fields accessible by the library code, or
• whose runtime type is a subtype of java.lang.Throwable.
Our approach computes a sound but non-trivial over-approximation of the abstract objects
that local variables of library methods could point to. The library could create an object whose
type is any library class. An object whose type is an application class can be instantiated only
in an application method (except by reflection). In order for an object created in an application
method to be pointed to by a local variable of a library method, an application class must pass
the object to a library class in one of the following ways. First, an application method may pass
the object as an argument to a call of a library method. This also applies to the receiver, which is
passed as the this parameter. Second, an application method called back from a library method
may return the object. Third, the application code may store the object in a field that can be
read by the library code. Fourth, if the type of the object is a subtype of java.lang.Throwable,
an application method may throw the object and a library method may catch it.
Thus, our approach computes a set, LibraryPointsTo, of the abstract objects allocated in the
application that a local variable of a library method can point to. Implicitly, the library can point
to objects whose type is any library class since these can be created in the library. Only the subset
of application class objects that are passed into the library is included in LibraryPointsTo.
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Constraint 4 [method calls]
A call site in the library can invoke:
• any method in any library class visible at this call site, or
• a method m in an application class C, but only if:
1. m is non-static and overrides a (possibly abstract) method of a
library class, and
2. a local variable in the library points to an object of type C or a
subclass of C.
Two conditions are necessary in order for a call site in a library class to call back a method
m in an application class C. First, the method m must be non-static and override a (possibly
abstract) method of some library class. Each call site in Java bytecode specifies the class and
method signature of the method to be called. Since the separate compilation assumption states
that the library has no knowledge about the application, the specified class and method must be
in the library, not the application. The Java resolution rules [38, Section 5.4.3] could change the
specified class to one if its superclasses, but this must also be a library class due to Constraint 1.
Therefore, the only way in which an application method could be invoked is if it is selected by
dynamic dispatch. This requires the application method to be non-static and to override the
method specified at the call site. Second, the receiver variable of the call site must point to
an object of class C or a subclass of C such that calling m on that subtype resolves to the
implementation in C. Therefore, an object of class C or of the appropriate subclass must be in
the LibraryPointsTo set.
Constraint 5 [field access]
A statement in the library can access (i.e., read or modify):
• any field in any library class visible at this statement, or
• a field f of an object O of class C created in the application code, if:
1. f is originally declared in a library class, and
2. a local variable in the library points to the object O.
Similar to method calls, two conditions are necessary in order for a library method to read
or modify a field f of an object O of class C created in the application code. First, the field
f must originally be declared in a library class, though C can be a subclass of that class, and
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could therefore be an application class. Each field access in Java bytecode specifies the class
and the name of the field. This class must be a library class due to the separate compilation
assumption. The Java resolution rules could change the specified class, but again only to one
of its superclasses, which must also be a library class. Second, it must be possible for the local
variable whose field is accessed to point to the object O. In other words, the LibraryPointsTo
set must contain the abstract object representing O. In the case of a field write, the object being
stored into the field must also be pointed to by a local variable in the library. Therefore, its
abstraction must be in the LibraryPointsTo set. Additionally, the library can access any static
field of a library class, and any field of an object that was instantiated in the library.
Constraint 6 [array access]
The library can only access array objects pointed to by its local variables.
If the library has access to an array, it can access any of its elements through its index. This
is unlike an instance field, which is only accessible if its name is known to the library. However,
the library is limited to accessing only the elements of arrays that it has a reference to (i.e., ones
that are in the LibraryPointsTo set). Similar to field writes, objects written into an array
element must be pointed to by a local variable in the library (i.e., such objects must also be in
the LibraryPointsTo set).
Constraint 7 [static initialization]
The library causes the loading and static initialization (i.e., execution of the
<clinit>() method) of classes that it instantiates.
Due to the separate compilation assumption, the library does not contain any direct references
to application classes. Thus, the library cannot cause a static initializer of an application class to
be executed except by using reflection. When determining which static initializers will execute,
our analysis includes those classes that are referenced from application methods reachable through
the call graph, as well as classes that may be instantiated using reflection as discussed above in
Constraint 2.
Constraint 8 [exception handling ]
The library can throw an exception object e if:
• e is instantiated by the library, or
• e is instantiated by the application and passed to the library.
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The library can throw an exception either if it creates the exception object (in which case its
type must be a library class) or if the exception object is created in an application class and passed
into the library per Constraint 3 (in which case its abstraction appears in the LibraryPointsTo
set). We conservatively assume that the library can catch any thrown exception. Consequently,
we add the abstractions of all thrown exception objects to the LibraryPointsTo set.
Additional Constraints
In addition to the constraints that follow from the separate compilation assumption, we strictly
enforce the restrictions imposed by declared types.
• When the library calls an application method, the arguments passed in the call must be
in the LibraryPointsTo set, and must also be compatible with the declared types of the
corresponding parameters.
• When an application method calls a library method, the returned object must be in the
LibraryPointsTo set and compatible with the declared return type of the library method.
• When the library modifies a field, the object it may write into the field must be compatible
with the declared type of the field.
• When an application method catches an exception, only exception objects whose type is
compatible with the declared type of the exception handler are propagated.
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Chapter 4
Averroes
To evaluate the separate compilation assumption, we have implemented two systems, Cgc and
Averroes. Cgc is a proof-of-concept extension for Doop that adds support for doing partial-
program call graph construction using the separate compilation assumption.1
To generalize the use of the separate compilation assumption in all Java whole-program analy-
sis frameworks, we have implemented Averroes. Given any Java program, Averroes generates
an alternative placeholder library that models the constraints that follow from the separate com-
pilation assumption. The placeholder library can then be used instead of the original library
classes as input to a whole-program analysis.2
Chapter Organization. We first present the proof-of-concept tool Cgc in Section 4.1. We
then discuss how the Averroes system generates a placeholder replacement library for a given
Java program in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 explains in more details the contents of the
placeholder library in terms of classes and method bodies.
4.1 Proof-Of-Concept
The usual context of a whole-program analysis tool is depicted in Figure 4.1. The tool expects
to analyze all of the classes of the program, including any libraries that it uses. The tool does
not necessarily distinguish between application and library classes. Optionally, the tool may also
make use of additional information about the uses of reflection in the program. This information
could be provided by the user or collected during execution of the program being analyzed with
a tool such as TamiFlex [11].
1Cgc is available for download at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜karim/projects/cgc/
2We have made Averroes available at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜karim/projects/averroes/
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Figure 4.1: The usual context of a whole-program analysis.
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the workflow of Cgc.
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A whole-program analysis tool could support analyzing partial programs if it implements the
separate compilation assumption. Cgc is an example of such a tool. Figure 4.2 shows an overview
of the workflow of Cgc. Like Doop, Cgc uses a fact generator based on Soot to preprocess the
input code and generate the input facts for the Datalog program. The fact generator receives a
collection of input files and a specification of the set of application classes. The rest of the classes
are considered library classes. The fact generator then generates two sets of facts. The first set
is for the application classes and contains all details about those classes: signatures for classes,
methods, fields as well as facts about method bodies. The second set is dedicated to the library
and contains the following: signatures for classes, methods, and fields in the library classes that
are referenced in the application and their (transitive) superclasses and superinterfaces.
We generate a third set of facts which holds information about reflection code in the applica-
tion. This set is generated using TamiFlex [11], a tool suite that records actual uses of reflection
during a run of a program, and summarizes them in a format suitable as input to a static analysis.
Cgc uses the output of TamiFlex to model calls to java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(),
and application class name string constants to model reflective class loading.
The three sets of facts along with the Datalog rules that define the pointer analysis are then
used to initialize a LogicBlox [42] database. Once the database is created and the analysis
completes, Cgc queries it for information about the call graph entry points and the various types
of call graph edges: application-to-application edges, application-to-library edges, and library-to-
application call back edges. Finally, Cgc uses those derived facts to generate the call graph for
the given input program files and to save it as a GXL document [35]3 or a directed DOT [32]
graph file. The DOT graph can be visualized using Graphviz [51] or converted by Cgc to a PNG
or a PS file that can be visualized using any document previewer.
Since Cgc is a specific implementation of the separate compilation assumption for Doop,
other whole-program analysis frameworks have to provide their own implementations. This will
lead to unnecessary redundant implementations for the separate compilation assumption, each
supporting one, or more, analysis frameworks. This motivates the need to have an implementation
of the separate compilation assumption that is universal to all Java analysis frameworks.
4.2 Workflow
We have implemented Averroes, a tool that intends to provide the same input environment to
the whole-program analysis, but without analyzing any actual code of the original library classes.4
3The DTD schema can be found at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜karim/projects/cgc/schemas/
callgraph.xml
4We have made Averroes available at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜karim/projects/averroes/
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Figure 4.3: The context of whole-program analysis using Averroes.
Figure 4.3 depicts the context in which Averroes is used. Given any Java program, Aver-
roes generates an alternative placeholder library that models the constraints that follow from
the separate compilation assumption. To achieve that, Averroes uses Soot [56] to consult
the classes of the input program. Unlike a whole-program analysis, Averroes does not inspect
all classes, and does not analyze any Java bytecode instructions. For each application class,
Averroes examines only the constant pool to find all references to library classes, methods, and
fields. Among library classes, Averroes consults only the classes that are directly referenced by
the application and their superclasses and superinterfaces. Within this restricted set of classes,
Averroes examines only the constant pool. Averroes uses this information in order to build
a model of the class hierarchy and the overriding relationships between methods in the program.
Since Averroes examines only a small fraction of classes and only a small fraction of each
class file, the execution of Averroes can be much faster than a whole-program analysis that
reads and analyzes the code of the whole program. In addition, if the library code itself calls other
dependent libraries, Averroes can process the library even if those dependencies are not available
for analysis, assuming they are not directly referenced from the application code. Averroes also,
optionally, reads in the reflection facts generated by TamiFlex for the input program.
4.3 Placeholder Library
The output of Averroes is a placeholder library. Averroes generates this library using Soot.
Additionally, Averroes uses the Java bytecode verification tools offered by BCEL [13] to verify
that the generated library satisfies the specifications of valid Java bytecode. The placeholder
library contains stubs of all of the library classes, methods, and fields referenced by the ap-
plication, so that the application could be compiled with the placeholder library instead of the
original library. As a consequence, the application classes together with the generated placeholder
library make up a self-contained whole program that can be given as input to any whole-program
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analysis. The placeholder library is designed to be as small as possible, while still being self-
contained, such that the whole-program analysis can analyze it much more efficiently than the
original library. In addition, the placeholder library over-approximates all possible behaviours of
the original library, so that the call graph analysis produces a sound call graph when analyzing
the placeholder library instead of the original library. The rest of this section defines in detail
the contents of the generated placeholder library.
4.3.1 Library Classes
The Averroes placeholder library contains three kinds of classes: referenced library classes,
concrete implementation classes, and the Averroes library class. We define the structure of
these classes first, and we define the contents of their methods in Section 4.3.2.
Referenced Library Classes
The Averroes placeholder library contains every library class directly referenced by the appli-
cation and their superclasses and superinterfaces. In addition, it contains a small fixed set of
basic classes that are mentioned explicitly in the Java Language Specification [38] and expected
by whole-program analyses (e.g., java.lang.Object and java.lang.Throwable).
Each such referenced class contains placeholders for all of the methods and fields that are
referenced by the application. A method m is considered to be referenced by the application if:
• a reference to m appears in the constant pool of an application class,
• m is a constructor or a static initializer in the original library class, or
• a call to some method m′ referenced by the application may resolve to m.
A field f of type t is considered to be referenced by the application if a reference to f appears
in the constant pool of an application class. If an included library method is native in the
original library, its placeholder is made non-native. This is because the generated placeholder
library should not depend on other code, including native code. Furthermore, the throws clause
of a generated placeholder library method can only contain exception classes that are referenced
by the application. To ensure that every library class has at least one accessible constructor,
Averroes adds a default constructor (i.e., a public constructor that takes no arguments) to
every included library class.
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13 class Main {
14 void foo() {
15 Vector v = new Vector();
16 ...
17 Enumeration e = v.elements();
18 while(e.hasMoreElements()) {
19 ...
20 }
21 }
22 }
(a)
23 class EnumerationConcrete
24 implements Enumeration {
25 boolean hasMoreElements() {
26 doItAll();
27 return true;
28 }
29
30 Object nextElement() {
31 doItAll();
32 return (Object)libraryPointsTo;
33 }
34 }
(b)
Figure 4.4: An example illustrating the concept of concrete implementation classes in Averroes:
(a) sample application Java code that uses the class java.util.Enumeration, (b) the concrete
implementation class that Averroes creates for java.util.Enumeration in the placeholder
library.
Concrete Implementation Classes
Constraint 2 of the separate compilation assumption states that the library code can create an
object of any library type. This includes types that are not referenced by the application. The
object of an unreferenced type could still be accessed by the application through one of its super-
types. For the purpose of constructing an application-only call graph, the exact run-time type of
the object is not important, since any calls on the object will just resolve to the library summary
node. However, the call graph construction algorithm must be aware that an object of such an
unknown type could be the receiver of a call.
Figure 4.4a shows a sample Java program where method foo() calls the method java.util.
Vector.elements(). The return type of the method is java.util.Enumeration, which is an
interface. If the application then calls a method such as hasMoreElements() or nextElement()
on the value returned from java.util.Vector.elements(), the call should resolve to the li-
brary. Therefore, the call graph construction analysis must be aware that the receiver of the
call could be some object that implements the java.util.Enumeration interface. However, if
the application does not implement the interface itself, and if it does not reference any library
class that implements it, then the whole-program analysis would not know about the existence
of any concrete class that implements the interface. In this case, Averroes adds to the place-
holder library a concrete class that implements the interface, so that the call graph construction
algorithm can resolve the call on this class. Figure 4.4b illustrates the contents of the concrete
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implementation class that Averroes generates for java.util.Enumeration in the placeholder
library.
Specifically, Averroes creates a concrete implementation class for each interface and ab-
stract class in the library that is referenced by the application, but is not implemented by any
concrete class already in the placeholder library. If the original library contains a concrete class
implementing the given interface or abstract class, that concrete class would already be in the
placeholder library only if the application references that concrete class. Each concrete imple-
mentation class contains implementations of all abstract methods in the interface or abstract
class that caused the concrete implementation class to be created, including abstract methods
inherited from superclasses and superinterfaces.
Averroes Library Class
All of the conservative approximations of the possible behaviours of the library defined by
the constraints listed in Chapter 3 are implemented in one class in the placeholder library,
AverroesLibraryClass. In particular, this class models the following library behaviours: ob-
ject instantiation, callbacks to application methods, array writes, and exception handling. The
AverroesLibraryClass has two members:
1. The field libraryPointsTo is a public, static field of type java.lang.Object. It repre-
sents all local variables in the original library code. Every object that could be assigned
to a local variable in the original library is assigned to this field. The points-to set of
the libraryPointsTo field corresponds to the LibraryPointsTo set that the separate
compilation assumption computes (Constraint 3).
2. The method doItAll() is a public, static method. It is the main Averroes method that
models all of the potential side effects that the original library code could have.
4.3.2 Library Methods
Referenced Library Method Bodies
Each placeholder method in the referenced library classes and in the concrete implementation
classes is an entry point from the application into the library, and should conservatively implement
the behaviours specified in Chapter 3. Most of these behaviours are implemented just by calling
the doItAll() method of the AverroesLibraryClass. In addition, each placeholder method
stores all of its parameters to the libraryPointsTo field. The return value of the method is
also taken from libraryPointsTo.
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<modifiers> T method(T1, ..., Tn) {	
    T1 r1 := @parameter1: T1;	
    ...	
    Tn rn := @parametern: Tn;	
!
!
    	
    Averroes.libraryPointsTo = r1;	
    ...	
    Averroes.libraryPointsTo = rn;	
    	
    Averroes.doItAll();	
    return (T) Averroes.libraryPointsTo;	
}
Only for non-static methods
Identity 
Statements
Parameter 
Assignments
Method 

Footer
    C r0 = @this: C;	
Averroes.libraryPointsTo = r0;
Figure 4.5: The Jimple template Averroes uses to generate bodies for referenced library meth-
ods.
More specifically, the body of each placeholder method is constructed according to the tem-
plate shown in Figure 4.5. The template is shown in the Jimple intermediate language of the
Soot framework [56], which is used by Averroes to generate the placeholder library. The
template has three code regions:
1. Identity statements define the variables that will hold the method parameters. Non-static
methods have an additional identity statement for the implicit this parameter.
2. Parameter assignment statements assign the parameters to the libraryPointsTo field in
order to model the inter-procedural flow of objects from the application through parameters
into the library (Constraint 3).
3. The method footer contains two statements. The first statement is a call to the doItAll()
method in the AverroesLibraryClass to model the side effects of the library. The second
statement is the return statement of the method. The method can return any object from
the library whose type is compatible with the return type of the method. This is modelled
by reading the libraryPointsTo field and casting its value to the method return type.
This completes the implementation of Constraint 3. If the return type of the method is
primitive, the constant value 1 is returned. Methods with return type void will just have
an empty return statement.
The bodies of constructors of placeholder library classes are generated using the same Jimple
template. However, a call to the default constructor of the direct superclass is generated before
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accessing the this parameter in the constructor body. Moreover, Averroes generates statements
that initialize the instance fields of the declaring class. Each instance field is initialized by
assigning it the value of the libraryPointsTo field after casting it to the appropriate type
(Constraint 5).
The bodies of library static initializers are simpler. Since static initializers have no parameters
or return value, no identity statements or parameter assignment statements are generated for
them. In addition, they have an empty return statement (i.e., one that does not return any
value). Moreover, for each static initializer, Averroes initializes the static fields of its declaring
class with the value from the libraryPointsTo field through the appropriate cast (Constraint 5).
Averroes doItAll() Method Body
The doItAll() method implements most of the conservative approximation of the behaviour of
the library. It is a static method with no parameters, and therefore does not have any identity
statements. The body of the doItAll() method implements the following behaviours:
1. Class instantiation (Constraint 2 and Constraint 7): According to Constraint 2, the library
can create an object of any concrete class in the library or any application class that is
instantiated by reflection. For each such class C, two statements are generated: a new
instruction to allocate the object, and a special invocation instruction (corresponding to
the invokespecial bytecode) to an accessible constructor of the class. Finally, if the class
C declares a static initializer, Averroes generates a call to it.
2. Library callbacks (Constraint 3 and Constraint 4): Following Constraint 4, the doItAll()
method contains calls to all methods of the library that are overridden by some method of
the application, since at run time, any such call could dispatch to the application method.
In addition, the doItAll() method calls all application methods known to be invoked by
reflection. The receiver of all of these calls is taken from the libraryPointsTo field, as
are all arguments to the method. The values from the libraryPointsTo field are cast
to the appropriate types as required by the method signature. Additionally, Constraint 3
states that objects may flow from the application to the library due to inter-procedural
assignments. Therefore, in Averroes, if the target method of a library call back has a
non-primitive return type, its return value is assigned to the field libraryPointsTo.
3. Array element writes (Constraint 6): The library could store any object reference that it
has into any element of any array to which it has a reference. Two statements are generated
to simulate this. The first statement casts the value of the libraryPointsTo field to an
array of java.lang.Object, which is a supertype of all arrays of non-primitive types. The
second statement assigns the value of the libraryPointsTo field to element 0 of the array.
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4. Exception handling (Constraint 8): The library code could throw any exception object to
which it has a reference. To model this, Averroes generates code that casts the value of the
libraryPointsTo field to the type java.lang.Throwable, and throws the resulting value
using the Jimple throw statement (which corresponds to the athrow bytecode instruction).
In the current implementation of Averroes, the doItAll() method is a single straight-line
piece of code with no control flow. If Averroes were to be used with a flow-sensitive analysis,
control flow instructions should be added to all library methods, including the doItAll() method.
This allows the instructions to be executed in an arbitrary order for an arbitrary number of times.
This enables a sound over-approximation for all possible control flow in the original library.
Although this would be easy to implement, we have not done it because all of the call graph
construction frameworks for Java that we are aware of mainly do flow-insensitive analysis.
Similarly, the doItAll() method writes only to element 0 of every array. If a framework
attempts to distinguish different array elements, this should be changed to a loop that writes to
all array elements. Again, we are not aware of any call graph construction frameworks for Java
that distinguish different array elements.
4.3.3 Modelling Reflection
Averroes models reflective behaviour in the library in two ways. First, whenever a call site in
the application calls a library method, Averroes assumes that any argument of the call that
is a string constant could be the name of an application class that the library instantiates by
reflection. For every such string constant that is the name of an application class, Averroes
generates a new instruction and a call to the default constructor of the class in the doItAll()
method.
Second, Averroes reads information about uses of reflection in the format of TamiFlex [11].
TamiFlex is a dynamic tool that observes the execution of a program and records the actual uses
of reflection that occur. Averroes then generates the corresponding behaviour in the doItAll()
method. Alternatively, a programmer who knows how reflection is used in the program could
write a sound reflection specification by hand in the TamiFlex format. Averroes generates
the following code in the doItAll() method to model the reflective behaviour recorded in the
TamiFlex format:
1. For every class that the TamiFlex file specifies as instantiated by java.lang.Class.
newInstance(), or even just loaded by java.lang.Class.forName(), the doItAll()
method allocates an instance of the class using a new instruction, and calls its default
constructor.
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2. For every unique appearance of java.lang.reflect.Constructor.newInstance() in
the TamiFlex file, the doItAll() method allocates an instance of the specified class and
calls the specified constructor on it.
3. For every unique appearance of java.lang.reflect.Array.newInstance() in the Tam-
iFlex file, the doItAll() method allocates an array of the specified type.
4. For every unique appearance of java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke() in the TamiFlex
file, the doItAll() method contains an explicit invocation of the appropriate method.
Even though these behaviours are triggered by reflection in the original library, the Aver-
roes placeholder library implements all of them explicitly (non-reflectively) using standard Java
bytecode instructions. Therefore, even if the whole-program analysis that follows Averroes
does not itself handle reflection, it will automatically soundly handle the reflective behaviour
that Averroes knows about. This is because Averroes encodes the behaviour explicitly in the
placeholder library using standard bytecode instructions known to every analysis framework.
In addition, the placeholder library still contains the methods that implement reflection in
the Java standard library. The doItAll() method also contains calls to java.lang.Class.
forName() and java.lang.Class.newInstance() on the value of libraryPointsTo cast to
java.lang.String. Therefore, if the whole-program framework knows about the special seman-
tics of these reflection methods, or if it knows about some reflective behaviour that is unknown
to Averroes, the whole-program framework can still model the additional reflective behaviour
in the same way as if it were processing the original library instead of the Averroes placeholder
library.
4.3.4 Code Verification
The placeholder library that is generated by Averroes is intended to be standard, verifiable Java
bytecode that can be processed by any Java bytecode analysis tool. To guarantee this, Averroes
verifies the generated placeholder library classes using the BCEL [13] verifier. BCEL closely
follows the class file verification process defined in the Java Virtual Machine Specification [38,
Section 4.9]. BCEL ensures the validity of the internal structure of the generated Java bytecode,
the structure of each individual class, and the relationships between classes (e.g., the subclass
hierarchy).
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We have evaluated the soundness of the proof-of-concept Cgc compared to the dynamic call
graph generated by *J, and its precision compared to whole-program analysis tools Spark and
Doop. Our results have shown that not analyzing the library code does not affect the soundness
of the resulting call graph. In fact, in many cases Cgc was found to be more sound than Spark
and Doop. Additionally, the call graphs generated by Cgc are almost as precise as call graphs
generated by Doop, and sometimes more precise than Spark. More detailed results can be found
at [2].
In this chapter, we evaluate how well Averroes achieves the goal of enabling whole-program
analysis tools to construct sound and precise call graphs without analyzing the whole library.
Chapter Organization. Section 5.1 lays out our experimental setup. Section 5.2 provides a
comparison of the call graphs computed by Spark and Doop when using Averroes with dy-
namically observed call graphs to provide partial evidence that the static call graphs are sound.
A correctness proof for Averroes based on Featherweight Java is provided in Chapter 6. In
Section 5.3, we compare the precision of call graphs constructed using Averroes to those con-
structed by analyzing the original library code for both Spark and Doop. Section 5.4 compares
the sizes of the call graphs computed by Averroes-based tools to those generated by whole-
program tools. In Section 5.5, we quantify the improvements in performance when Averroes
is used with both Spark and Doop in terms of call graph size, analysis time, and memory
requirements. Section 5.6 summarizes our findings.
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5.1 Experimental Setup
We have conducted our experiments on two benchmark suites: the DaCapo benchmark programs
version 2006-10-MR2 [9], and the SPEC JVM98 benchmark programs [15]. All of these programs
have been analyzed with the Java standard library from JDK 1.4 (jre1.4.2 11). We ran all of the
experiments on a machine with four dual-core AMD Opteron 2.6 GHz CPUs (running in 64-bit
mode) and 16 GB of RAM.
We evaluate Averroes using the implementation of the same call graph analysis offered by
Spark and Doop. The analysis uses a propagation-based pointer analysis that constructs the
call graph on-the-fly. Additionally, the call graph analysis is field-sensitive, array-insensitive,
flow-insensitive, and context-insensitive. We have used the default settings for both Spark and
Doop. For the Averroes-based Spark (denoted by SparkAve), we disable the option simulate-
natives, and we disable the support for reflection for the Averroes-based Doop (denoted by
DoopAve). This is because we want to evaluate how Averroes enables call graph analyses to
easily handle features like native code and reflection by just using the placeholder library instead
of analyzing the original library code.
We have created an artifact for the experiments that we conducted to evaluate Averroes.
The artifact includes a tutorial with detailed instructions on how to use Averroes to generate the
placeholder libraries for each program in our benchmark suites. It then shows how to reproduce
all of the statistics we discuss in this chapter.1 The artifact has been successfully evaluated by
the ECOOP’13 Artifact Evaluation Committee and found to meet expectations [3].
5.2 Call Graph Soundness
Static call graph construction is made difficult in Java by dynamic features such as reflection and
features that are difficult to analyze such as native methods. Averroes makes it much easier
to construct a sound call graph in the presence of these features in two ways. First, whereas
whole-program analysis frameworks try to model all behaviour of the whole program precisely,
Averroes uses the conservative assumption that the library could have any behaviour consistent
with the separate compilation assumption. Therefore, a whole-program analysis must model every
detail of dynamic behaviour or risk becoming unsound. On the other hand, an analysis using
Averroes remains sound without having to precisely reason about dynamic behaviour within the
library. Second, Averroes contains analyses that model how the library affects the application
using reflection. These analyses make use of information about strings passed into the library,
as well as information about reflection generated by TamiFlex [11]. A whole-program analysis
1We have made the artifact available at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜karim/projects/averroes/
tutorial.php
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Table 5.1: Comparing the soundness of Spark and Doop when analyzing the whole program to
using Averroes with respect to the dynamically observed call edges. The quantity Dyn \ Spark
represents the number of edges in the static call graph computed by Spark that are missing in
the dynamic call graph. The quantities Dyn \ SparkAve, Dyn \ Doop, and Dyn \ DoopAve
are defined similarly.
Dyn Dyn \ Spark Dyn \ SparkAve Dyn \ Doop Dyn \ DoopAve
antlr 3,449 0 0 0 0
bloat 4,257 0 0 0 0
chart 657 0 0 0 0
hsqldb 1,627 61 0 331 0
luindex 726 4 0 303 0
lusearch 539 185 1 241 1
pmd 2,087 3 0 225 0
xalan 2,953 96 1 349 0
compress 43 0 0 0 0
db 54 0 0 0 0
jack 596 0 0 0 0
javac 2,538 0 0 0 0
jess 13 0 0 0 0
raytrace 330 0 0 0 0
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that uses Averroes can automatically benefit from the results of these analyses without having
to implement the analyses themselves.
We have evaluated the soundness of static call graphs by comparing them against dynamic
call graphs collected by *J [20]. Since a dynamic call graph results from only a single execution,
it may miss edges that could execute in other executions. Therefore, such a comparison does not
guarantee that the static call graph is sound for all executions. Nevertheless, the comparison can
detect soundness violations, and the lack of detected violations provides at least partial assurance
of soundness. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 5.1. The Dyn column shows
the number of call edges in the application portion of the dynamic call graph. The remaining
columns show how many of these edges are missing in the static call graphs generated by Spark
and Doop with and without using Averroes. When using Averroes, only two edges are
missing from all of the call graphs. In lusearch, a NullPointerException is thrown and
the dynamic call graph records a call edge from the virtual machine to the constructor of this
exception class. This behaviour is not modeled by either Spark or Doop. In xalan, a call edge
to java.lang.ref.Finalizer.register() from the application is missing from the call graph
generated by Spark using Averroes since Spark does not handle calls to this library method.
On the other hand, the call graphs generated by Spark and Doop without using Averroes are
missing a significant number of dynamically observed edges in benchmarks that make heavy use
of reflection. This is despite the immense effort that has been expended to make these analysis
frameworks handle reflection soundly.
Finding 1: Averroes reduces the difficulty of constructing sound static
call graphs in the presence of reflection.
5.3 Call Graph Precision
In order for a call graph to be useful, it must also be precise in addition to being sound. We
now compare the precision of call graphs generated by Spark and Doop using the Averroes
placeholder library to analyzing the original library code. We would expect Averroes to be
strictly less precise than Spark and Doop, since it makes conservative assumptions about the
library code instead of precisely analyzing it. Since we found some dynamic call edges that
were missing from the call graphs generated by both Spark and Doop, we first correct this
unsoundness by adding the missing dynamic call edges to the static call graphs. This enables
us to compare the precision of the static call graphs by counting only spurious call edges, and
to avoid confounding due to differences in soundness. In Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, the quantity
SparkAve \ Spark represents the number of edges in the call graph generated by analyzing
the Averroes library that are missing in the call graph generated by Spark, and are also not
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Table 5.2: Comparing the precision of using Averroes to analyzing the whole program in both
Spark and Doop with respect to application call edges. The quantity SparkAve \ Spark
represents the number of edges in the call graph computed by SparkAve that are missing in the
call graph generated by Spark. The quantity DoopAve \ Doop is defined similarly.
Spark SparkAve \ Spark Doop DoopAve \ Doop
antlr 6,299 14 6,293 17
bloat 13,419 2,301 12,433 2,471
chart 6,732 32 1,811 110
hsqldb 7,851 1,328 6,570 2,383
luindex 1,412 5 693 231
lusearch 2,879 253 1,700 384
pmd 6,893 270 4,109 585
xalan 13,079 1,536 9,161 2,428
compress 40 0 40 0
db 47 1 47 1
jack 646 7 646 7
javac 8,519 45 8,188 51
jess 6 0 6 0
raytrace 400 0 400 0
present in the dynamic call graph. The quantity DoopAve \ Doop is defined similarly. We say
that an Averroes-based tool is precise when the call graph that it generates is identical to that
generated through whole program analysis by Spark or Doop.
Application Call Edges
An application call edge is a call graph edge between two application methods. Table 5.2 shows
that Averroes-based tools generate precise call graphs with respect to application call edges
when compared to both Spark and Doop for compress, jess, and raytrace. Across all
benchmark programs, SparkAve generates a geometric mean of 2.18% extra application call edges
when compared to Spark and DoopAve generates a geometric mean of 6.16% extra application
call edges when compared to Doop.
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Table 5.3: Comparing the precision of using Averroes to analyzing the whole program in both
Spark and Doop with respect to library call edges. The quantity SparkAve \ Spark represents
the number of edges in the call graph computed by SparkAve that are missing in the call graph
generated by Spark. The quantity DoopAve \ Doop is defined similarly.
Spark SparkAve \ Spark Doop DoopAve \ Doop
antlr 661 0 649 1
bloat 885 12 841 37
chart 1,060 14 529 75
hsqldb 869 115 792 171
luindex 336 0 205 41
lusearch 392 29 296 53
pmd 797 3 391 43
xalan 1,055 116 860 261
compress 13 0 13 0
db 23 1 24 0
jack 97 10 98 9
javac 317 2 313 0
jess 6 1 6 1
raytrace 34 0 34 0
Library Call Edges
A library call edge is a call graph edge from a method in the application part of the program to
some method in the library. Table 5.3 shows that SparkAve generates precise call graphs with
respect to library call graph when compared to Spark for antlr, luindex, compress, and
raytrace. On the other hand, DoopAve generates precise call graphs when compared to Doop
for compress, db, javac, and raytrace. Across all benchmark programs, SparkAve generates
a geometric mean of 3.58% extra library call edges when compared to Spark as opposed to
DoopAve that generates a geometric mean of 9.08% extra library call edges when compared to
Doop.
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Table 5.4: Comparing the precision of using Averroes to analyzing the whole program in both
Spark and Doop with respect to library callback edges. The quantity SparkAve \ Spark
represents the number of edges in the call graph computed by SparkAve that are missing in the
call graph generated by Spark. The quantity DoopAve \ Doop is defined similarly.
Spark SparkAve \ Spark Doop DoopAve \ Doop
antlr 73 3 42 12
bloat 223 26 84 119
chart 490 9 55 94
hsqldb 69 605 25 630
luindex 132 2 21 16
lusearch 146 6 29 36
pmd 135 23 66 52
xalan 464 272 156 535
compress 10 0 0 0
db 12 1 2 1
jack 10 10 0 10
javac 41 2 23 6
jess 64 1 8 4
raytrace 10 1 0 1
Library Callback Edges
A library callback edge is a call graph edge from some method in the library to a specific method
in the application part of the program. Table 5.4 shows that Averroes-based tools generate
precise call graphs with respect to library callback edges when compared to Spark and Doop
for compress. Across all benchmark programs, SparkAve generates a geometric mean of 10.9%
extra library callback edges when compared to Spark and DoopAve generates a geometric mean
of 110.18% extra library callback edges when compared to Doop.
The conservative over-approximation of the side effects of the original unanalyzed library code
in Averroes causes imprecision in the computation of library call backs. These extra library
callback edges then cause the imprecision that we observed in the application call edges and
library call edges.
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Table 5.5: Frequencies of extra library callback edges computed by SparkAve compared to Spark.
Other methods include all methods that are encountered only in one benchmark.
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<init> 1 1 1 5 1 1 15 16 41
remove 7 3 10
finalize 3 1 4 1 9
run 5 1 2 1 9
close 5 3 8
write 2 6 8
hasMoreElements 1 1 1 3
nextElement 1 1 1 3
getType 1 2 3
next 2 1 3
clearParameters 1 2 3
previous 1 1 2
Other 0 15 8 581 0 0 5 238 0 1 10 0 1 0 859
Total 3 26 9 605 2 6 23 272 0 1 10 2 1 1 961
We further investigate the specific causes of the extra library callback edges in the Averroes-
based call graphs. In Tables 5.5 and 5.6, we categorize these edges by the name of the application
method that is being called from the library. In particular, we are interested to know whether
the library calls a wide variety of application methods, or whether the imprecision is limited to
a small number of well-known methods, which could perhaps be handled more precisely on an
individual basis.
Table 5.5 shows that the most frequent extra library callback edges in SparkAve compared to
Spark target the methods: <init>, remove, finalize, run, close, and write. Table 5.6 shows
that the most frequent extra library callback edges in DoopAve when compared to Doop target
the commonly overridden methods (in descending order): clone, toString, equals, <init>,
hashCode, and remove. The number of extra library callback edges generated by SparkAve is
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Table 5.6: Frequencies of extra library callback edges computed by DoopAve compared to Doop.
Other methods include all methods that are encountered only in one benchmark.
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clone 5 52 34 5 7 17 1 121
toString 3 6 14 10 7 7 6 2 2 57
equals 1 27 6 1 8 2 3 48
<init> 1 1 1 6 1 1 15 3 29
hashCode 10 2 1 8 2 1 24
remove 14 3 17
write 2 9 11
run 5 1 2 1 9
close 5 3 8
next 6 1 1 8
printStackTrace 5 2 7
hasNext 6 1 7
getType 1 3 4
getAttributes 1 3 4
hasMoreElements 1 1 1 3
nextElement 1 1 1 3
clearParameters 1 2 3
read 2 1 3
accept 1 1 2
previous 1 1 2
Other 0 33 8 587 0 3 17 483 0 1 10 0 4 0 1,146
Total 12 119 94 630 16 36 52 535 0 1 10 6 4 1 1,516
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smaller than that compared to DoopAve.
The constructor <init> ranks highly in hsqldb, pmd, and xalan. This is because these
benchmarks use class constants. Averroes conservatively assumes that if a class constant is
created (using Class.forName()), an object of that type might also be instantiated by the
library and its constructor called.
The benchmark programs hsqldb and xalan have the highest frequency of imprecise library
callback edges. In the case of hsqldb, most of those imprecise call backs are to methods of classes
in the package org.hsqldb.jdbc (Spark = 558, Doop = 564). In xalan, most of the imprecise
call backs are to methods of classes in the packages org.apache.xalan.* (Spark = 154, Doop
= 250) and org.apache.xml.* (Spark = 110, Doop = 266). In both of these benchmarks, the
high imprecision is due to the fact that each benchmark contains its own implementation of a large
subsystem (JDBC and XML) whose interface is defined in the library. Averroes conservatively
assumes that the library could call all interface methods of the subsystem. On the other hand,
a whole-program analysis computes a more restricted set of only those interface methods of the
subsystem that the library actually calls.
Finding 2: Most of the imprecise call graph edges computed when using
Averroes are due to spurious library call back edges.
5.4 Call Graph Size
As we mentioned earlier, call graphs are a key prerequisite to all inter-procedural analyses. There-
fore, any change in the size of the call graph will affect the performance of the analyses that use it
as input. Since an Averroes-based tool over-approximates the generated call graph, we evaluate
the size of the generated call graph (in terms of the total number of edges) for Averroes-based
tools (SparkAve and DoopAve) compared to whole-program tools (Spark and Doop). Table 5.7
shows that the Averroes-based tools generate call graphs of equal or smaller size than Spark
and Doop for the benchmark programs antlr and compress. Additionally, SparkAve generates
call graphs of smaller size than Spark for the benchmark programs chart, luindex, lusearch,
pmd, xalan, db, javac, jess, and raytrace.
It is counterintuitive that the call graphs generated by the SparkAve are smaller than those
generated by Spark, which analyzes the whole program precisely. This result is primarily due
to imprecisions in Spark. To model objects created by the Java VM or by the Java standard
library using reflection, Spark uses special abstract objects whose type is not known (i.e., any
subtype of java.lang.Object). Spark does not filter these objects when enforcing declared
types, so these objects pass freely through casts and pollute many points-to sets in the program.
This affects the precision of the points-to sets of the method call receivers and leads to many
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Table 5.7: Comparing the size of the call graph generated by the Averroes-based tools to Spark
and Doop in terms of call graph edges.
Spark SparkAve Doop DoopAve
antlr 7,033 6,990 6,984 6,981
bloat 14,527 16,240 13,358 15,985
chart 8,282 2,674 2,395 2,674
hsqldb 8,789 10,585 7,387 10,571
luindex 1,880 1,211 919 1,207
lusearch 3,417 2,518 2,025 2,497
pmd 7,825 5,253 4,566 5,245
xalan 14,598 12,993 10,177 12,482
compress 63 53 53 53
db 82 75 73 75
jack 753 770 744 770
javac 8,877 8,693 8,524 8,581
jess 76 25 20 25
raytrace 444 435 434 435
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imprecise call graph edges in Spark. The precision of Spark can be improved by redesigning
the mechanism that it uses to model these objects.
Finding 3: Call graphs generated by SparkAve are smaller in size compared
to those generated by Spark, while those generated by DoopAve are similar
in size compared to those generated by Doop.
5.5 Performance
To evaluate how much work a whole-program analysis saves by using Averroes, we first compare
the size of the generated placeholder library with the size of the original Java standard library.
We then measure the reductions in execution time and memory requirements of both Spark and
Doop when using Averroes.
5.5.1 Averroes Placeholder Library Size
Over all of the benchmark programs that we have experimented with, the average size of the input
library is 25 MB (min: 25 MB, max: 30 MB, geometric mean: 25 MB), while the average size of
the generatedAverroes library is only 80 kB (min: 20 kB, max: 370 kB, geometric mean: 80 kB).
Additionally, the average number of methods in the original input library is 36,000 (min: 19,462,
max: 48,610, geometric mean: 35,615), while the average number of methods in the generated
Averroes library is only 600 (min: 137, max: 3,327, geometric mean: 570). That means that
the number of methods in the placeholder library is smaller by a factor of 62x (min: 13x, max:
286x, geometric mean: 62x). As we will see, this reduction in the library size significantly reduces
the time and memory required to do whole-program analysis.
Finding 4: The placeholder library generated by Averroes is very
small compared to the original Java standard library.
5.5.2 Execution Time
We have compared the execution times of both Spark and Doop when analyzing each benchmark
with the Averroes placeholder library and the original Java standard library. We break the
total time required to construct a call graph into three components. First, the Averroes library
generation time is the time required for Averroes to inspect the application for references to the
library and to generate the placeholder library. Second, the overhead time is the time required
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for Spark or Doop to prepare for call graph construction analysis. In the case of Spark,
this preparation includes reading the whole program from disk and constructing internal data
structures. In the case of Doop, this preparation additionally includes generating the constraints
required for the analysis and encoding them in Datalog relations. Third, the analysis time is the
time required for Spark or Doop to solve the constraints and generate a call graph.
Figure 5.1 compares the times required for call graph construction by Spark and Doop
with the original Java library (denoted Spark and Doop) and with the Averroes placeholder
library (denoted SparkAve and DoopAve). Averroes reduces the analysis time of Spark by
a factor of 8x (min: 3.2x, max: 45.9x, geometric mean: 7.9x) and of Doop by a factor of 3.5x
(min: 0.7x, max: 5.7x, geometric mean: 3.45x). In general, whole-program analysis is expensive
not only because of the analysis itself, but also due to the overhead of reading a large whole
program from disk and pre-processing it. Replacing the large Java library with the much smaller
Averroes placeholder library reduces the time that Spark executes (including overhead and
analysis time) by a factor of 5.4x (min: 2.9x, max: 15.2x, geometric mean: 5.4x), and the time
that Doop executes by a factor of 3.1x (min: 1.6x, max: 4.6x, geometric mean: 3.1x). When
the Averroes library generation time is added to the time taken by Spark or Doop to finish,
the total overall time to execute SparkAve is faster than Spark by a factor of 3.5x (min: 1.9x,
max: 7.1x, geometric mean: 3.46x), and the total overall time to execute DoopAve is faster than
Doop by a factor of 2.8x (min: 1.4x, max: 4.2x, geometric mean: 2.8x).
Finding 5: Averroes enables whole-program tools to construct application
call graphs faster.
5.5.3 Memory Requirements
Spark and Doop store their intermediate results in different ways. Spark does all the calcu-
lations in memory, while Doop stores intermediate facts in a LogicBlox [42] database on disk.
Therefore, we use different methods of calculating the memory requirements of each tool. We
compare the maximum amount of heap space used during call graph construction by SparkAve
and Spark. On the other hand, we compare the on-disk size of the database of relations computed
by DoopAve and Doop.
Figure 5.2 compares the memory usage of SparkAve against Spark, and DoopAve against
Doop. Overall, SparkAve requires 12x less heap space than Spark (min: 4.9x, max: 26.6x,
geometric mean: 11.9x), and DoopAve uses 8.4x less disk space than Doop (min: 2.6x, max:
23.7x, geometric mean: 8.4x).
Finding 6: Using Averroes reduces the memory requirements of whole-
program analysis tools.
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Figure 5.1: The execution time of whole-program tools (Spark and Doop) compared to Aver-
roes-based tools (SparkAve and DoopAve).
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have evaluated Averroes, a tool that generates a placeholder library that
over-approximates the possible behaviour of an original library. This enables Averroes to reduce
the difficulty of constructing sound static call graphs in the presence of reflection. Comparing
the precision of the Averroes-based tools shows that the imprecise library call back edges
computed by SparkAve andDoopAve further caused some spurious edges to be computed between
application methods and from application methods to the library. Nevertheless, the total number
of edges computed by the Averroes-based tools is generally smaller than or equal to those
computed by their whole-program counterparts.
Since Averroes does not analyze the whole program, it can construct the placeholder library
quickly. The size of the placeholder library generated by Averroes is typically in the order of
80 kB of class files (comparatively, the Java standard library is 25 MB). Averroes improves the
analysis time of whole-program call graph construction by a factor of 3.5x to 8x, while reducing
the memory required to finish the analysis by a factor of 8.4x to 12x.
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Chapter 6
Correctness Proof
This chapter provides a correctness proof for Averroes, which implements the separate compi-
lation assumption, based on Featherweight Java (FJ) [30]. The chapter is organized as follows.
Section 6.1 covers necessary background information regarding Featherweight Java. Section 6.2
defines the additions that we made to FJ to be able to allow for a proof of correctness for Aver-
roes. We discuss how an FJ program is transformed to its corresponding Averroes version,
FJAve, in Section 6.4. We define the library abstraction relation ∝ in Section 6.5, and additional
reduction rules to FJ in Section 6.6. Section 6.3 provides the intuition of the proof. We go over
the outline of the proof in Section 6.7. We then lay out the formal proof for all of the lemmas
and theorems.
6.1 Featherweight Java
Featherweight Java (FJ) is a compact calculus that represents a lightweight version of Java [30].
FJ is typically used to do rigorous proofs for Java-based analyses as it comes with a proof of
L ::= class C extends C {C f ; K M} (C-Decl)
K ::= C(C f){super(f); this.f = f ;} (K-Decl)
M ::= C m(C x){return e;} (M-Decl)
e ::= x | e.f | e.m(e) | new C(e) | (C)e (Expr)
Figure 6.1: Featherweight Java syntax [30]
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C <: C (S-Ref)
C <: D D <: E
C <: E
(S-Trans)
class C extends D {. . .}
C <: D
(S-Sub)
Figure 6.2: Featherweight Java subtyping rules [30]
type soundness. FJ allows the definition of classes, methods, class constructors, and expressions.
For the sake of compactness, expressions are limited to five forms: variable, field access, method
invocation, object creation, and casting. Figure 6.1 provides the full syntax of FJ. A class table
CT is a mapping from class names C to class declarations L. An FJ program is defined as a pair
(CT , e) of a class table and an expression. Figure 6.2 formally defines the subtyping relations
between classes in FJ. Figure 6.3 shows auxiliary functions required for field, method type, and
method body lookup in FJ. For all of those auxiliary functions, the original FJ rules leave the
class table implicit. We have made the class table explicit, and we denote it by Σ, so that we
can distinguish the class tables of the FJ program and the FJAve program. The typing rules for
expressions, method declarations, and class declarations are shown in Figure 6.4. More details
about the type soundness of FJ can be found in [30]. Figure 6.5 shows all of the reduction rules
for FJ. There are three main reduction rules for fields, method invocations, and casting (whose
names start with R-). These rules can be applied to any sub-expression in an expression, which
motivates the need for the congruence rules (whose names start with RC-).
6.2 Additions to Featherweight Java
We have made a few additions to FJ so that it can support proving the correctness of Averroes.
First, we add a new form of expressions LIB, which is an empty expression that stands for any
expression that the library could create and return to the application.
Second, we need to represent the Averroes field libraryPointsTo in the context of FJ.
That field is a static field that represents the union of the points-to sets of all of the local
variables in the original library code. However, FJ does not have mutable static fields. Therefore,
we introduce LPT, which is a global points-to set for the library part of an FJAve program. LPT
represents all possible expressions that the library has access to according to the constraints of
the separate compilation assumption discussed in Chapter 3. Since the evaluation strategy in FJ
is call-by-name, the elements of LPT are expressions as opposed to values stored in the Averroes
field libraryPointsTo. A configuration in the execution trace in FJ is just a partially reduced
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fields(Object) = • (F-Object)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ Σ `fields(D) = D g
Σ `fields(C) = D g,C f (Fields)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ
B m(B x){return e;} ∈M
Σ `mtype(m, C) = B → B
(M-Type)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ m /∈M
Σ `mtype(m, C) = Σ `mtype(m, D) (M-Type-Inh)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ
B m(B x){return e;} ∈M
Σ `mbody(m, C) = x.e
(M-Body)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ m /∈M
Σ `mbody(m, C) = Σ `mbody(m, D) (M-Body-Inh)
Figure 6.3: Featherweight Java auxiliary functions [30]
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Γ `x : Γ(x) (T-Var)
Γ ` e0 : C0 Σ `fields(C0) = C f
Γ ` e0.fi : Ci
(T-Field)
Γ ` e0 : C0 Σ `mtype(m, C0) = D → C
Γ ` e : C C <: D
Γ ` e0.m(e) : C
(T-Invk)
Σ `fields(C) = D f Γ ` e : C C <: D
Γ ` new C(e) : C (T-New)
Γ ` e0 : D D <: C
Γ ` (C)e0 : C (T-UCast)
Γ ` e0 : D C <: D C 6= D
Γ ` (C)e0 : C (T-DCast)
Γ ` e0 : D C<: D D<: C stupid warning
Γ ` (C)e0 : C (T-SCast)
x : C, this : C ` e0 : E0 E0 <: C0
class C extends D {. . .}
if Σ `mtype(m, D) = D → D0, then C = D and C0 = D0
C0 m(C x){return e0;} OK IN C
(T-Method)
K = C(D g, C f){super(g); this.f = f ;} Σ `fields(D) = D g
M OK IN C
class C extends D {C f ; K M} OK
(T-Class)
Figure 6.4: Featherweight Java typing rules [30]
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Σ `fields(C) = C f
(new C(e)).fi
Σ−→ ei
(R-Field)
Σ `mbody(m, C) = x.e0
(new C(e)).m(d)
Σ−→ [d/x, new C(e)/this]e0
(R-Invk)
C <: D
(D)(new C(e))
Σ−→ new C(e) (R-Cast)
e0
Σ−→ e0′
e0.f
Σ−→ e0′.f
(RC-Field)
e0
Σ−→ e0′
e0.m(e)
Σ−→ e0′.m(e)
(RC-Invk-Recv)
ei
Σ−→ ei′
e0.m(. . . , ei, . . .)
Σ−→ e0.m(. . . , ei′, . . .)
(RC-Invk-Arg)
ei
Σ−→ ei′
new C(. . . , ei, . . .)
Σ−→ new C(. . . , ei′, . . .)
(RC-New-Arg)
e0
Σ−→ e0′
(C)e0
Σ−→ (C)e0′
(RC-Cast)
Figure 6.5: Featherweight Java reduction rules [30]
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class C extends D {C f ; K M} B m(B x){return e;} ∈M
C ∈ Σ
Σ `mresolve(m, C) = C
(M-Res)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} B m(B x){return e;} /∈M
C ∈ Σ D ∈ Σ
Σ `mresolve(m, C) = Σ `mresolve(m, D)
(M-Res-Inh)
class C extends D {E f ; K M} ∈ Σ
Σ ` declaringclass(f) = C (D-Fields)
class C extends D {C f ; K M} ∈ Σ
Σ ` dmethods(C) = M (D-Methods)
Figure 6.6: Additional auxiliary functions used by FJAve.
expression e. In the execution trace of the FJAve program, a configuration is an expression e
paired with the static mutable field LPT.
Additional auxiliary functions that we will use throughout the proof are given in Figure 6.6.
The functions M-Res and M-Res-Inh are partial functions that resolve a method m in class
C. If m is called on an object of concrete type C, Σ `mresolve(m, C) specifies the class that
contains the body of the method that will be invoked. The function D-Fields finds the declaring
class of a given field f . The function D-Methods computes the set of methods declared in a
given class C.
6.3 Intuition
The main goal of the correctness proof is to show that if in the application code of the FJ program,
method m calls m′, then there is a trace for the transformed Averroes program in which m
also calls m′. However, the trace of the Averroes program cannot contain code from the library
methods of the FJ program because the Averroes program does not contain the bodies of those
methods. Therefore, Averroes replaces the unanalyzed library code with the special expression
LIB that simulates the side effects the original library code would have on the application code.
Figure 6.7 shows the expression tree of an FJ program, on the left-hand-side, and its Aver-
roes counterpart, on the right-hand-side. In the FJ program, an A expression is an expression
from the body of an application method, and an L expression represents an expression from the
body of a library method. Notice that the expression tree on the left-hand-side contains calls
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A1
L1A2 A3
A4 A5
L2 L3
A6
L1           LIB,LPT
L2           LIB,LPT
L3           LIB,LPT
A5           Â5,LPT
A6           Â6,LPT
L4 L4           LIB,LPT
A1
LIBA2 A3
A4 Â5
LIB LIB
Â6 LIB
Figure 6.7: The intuition behind the correctness proof. The left-hand-side is the original FJ
program, while the right hand side is the transformed Averroes program (only the library code
is transformed; application code stays the same). An “A” expression is an application expression,
while an “L” expression is a library expression.
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from the application to the library and from the library back to the application. Therefore, the
expression tree contains sub-expressions from both application and library method bodies. The ∝
relation, which will be defined in detail in Section 6.5, relates sub-expressions in the FJ program
with the sub-expressions that represent them in the FJAve program.
6.4 Averroes Transformation
Given an FJ program (CT , e0), Averroes transforms it to the FJAve program (CT
′, e0) accord-
ing to the following rules.
Class Table [Ave-CT]
We split the class table CT of an FJ program into the disjoint union CTA ∪ CTL, where CTA
represents the application classes and CTL represents the library classes. The separate compila-
tion assumption prohibits any library class (in CTL) to be a subclass of any application class (in
CTA).
The class table CT ′ of the corresponding FJAve program is then the disjoint union CTA ∪
CT ′L. The set CTA remains the same as in the original FJ program. The set CT
′
L is the set
of transformed library classes found in the Averroes placeholder library (Constraint 1). The
classes in CT ′L are a subset of the classes in CTL. Therefore, CT
′
L retains the property that any
of its element classes cannot subclass any application class. For each class in CT ′L, its superclass
is also in CT ′L. Also, if a class is in CTA and its superclass is a library class (i.e., in CTL), then
the superclass is also in CT ′L. In general, for every class in CT
′ (except Object), its superclass
is also in CT ′. The original bodies of all methods of classes in CT ′L are replaced with an empty
body that just returns LIB:
M ::= C m(C x){return LIB;}
Library Methods [Ave-Method]
In all of the transformed library classes in CT ′L, Averroes only keeps methods that are directly
referenced, or could potentially be called from an application method. As we discussed earlier
in Chapter 4, Averroes implements this by looking at the method references in the constant
pool of application classes (e.g., if it appears at a call site in the application). Such methods are
retained in the transformed library class. Additionally, Averroes analyzes the class hierarchy
of a program and retains library methods that could be inherited by an application class.
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Library Fields [Ave-Field]
Similar to library methods, Averroes only keeps fields in classes in CT ′L that are directly
referenced, or could potentially be accessed from an application method. Averroes computes
this set of fields by looking at the field references in the constant pool of application classes
(e.g., if it appears at a field read or write site in the application). Such fields are retained in the
transformed library class. Additionally, Averroes analyzes the class hierarchy of a program and
retains library fields that could be inherited by an application class.
6.5 Library Abstraction: The Relation ∝
The relation ∝ relates an expression in the trace of the FJ program with a corresponding expres-
sion in the trace of the corresponding FJAve program. In particular, since some method bodies
from the FJ program are missing from the FJAve program, the relation ∝ must abstract some
expressions (with LIB). Those expressions are mainly expressions that appear in the bodies of
library methods that are in CTL but not in CT
′
L (according to Ave-Method). The special
expression LIB corresponds to the method doItAll() in Averroes. The FJAve program should
generally follow the same trace of execution as the FJ program, except that execution of library
code in the FJ program is replaced by LIB in the FJAve program.
In the FJ program in Figure 6.7, L expressions that are missing in the FJAve program (i.e.,
L1, L2, L3, and L4) are replaced with LIB. Therefore, for each of their sub-expressions e, a
corresponding sub-expression that is related to e by the ∝ relation is stored in LPT.
The full definition of the abstraction relation ∝ is given in Figure 6.8. We follow the same
notation adopted by FJ. We write e as shorthand for a possibly empty sequence e1, . . . , en. We
write e ∝ eˆ, LPT as shorthand for ∀i ei ∝ eˆi, LPT. We also use e ∝ LIB, LPT and e ∝ LIB, LPT
interchangeably as shorthand for ∀i ei ∝ LIB, LPT.
For each form of an FJ expression, there are generally two rules in the definition of the
relation ∝: the Rel-* rule relates the original expression to an expression of the same form in
the FJAve program, and the Rel-Lib-* rule abstracts the original expression with LIB. The
rules Rel-Field and Rel-Lib-Field relate field accesses. Rel-New and Rel-Lib-New relate
object instantiations. Rel-Invk and Rel-Lib-Invk relate method invocations. Rel-Cast and
Rel-Lib-Cast relate casting operations.
When the FJ program is executing within the library, it may be manipulating expressions
that were passed into the library from the application, and are therefore contained in the LPT set
in the FJAve program. Therefore, any expression in the FJ program that is in LPT is also allowed
to be abstracted by LIB. The rule Rel-Lpt formally defines this property.
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e ∝ eˆ, LPT
e.f ∝ eˆ.f, LPT (Rel-Field)
e ∝ LIB, LPT CT ` declaringclass(f) ∈ CTL
e.f ∝ LIB, LPT (Rel-Lib-Field)
C ∈ CT ′ e ∝ eˆ, LPT
new C(e) ∝ new C(eˆ), LPT
(Rel-New)
C ∈ CTL e ∝ LIB, LPT
new C(e) ∝ LIB, LPT (Rel-Lib-New)
e ∝ eˆ, LPT e ∝ eˆ, LPT
e.m(e) ∝ eˆ.m(eˆ), LPT
(Rel-Invk)
e ∝ LIB, LPT e ∝ LIB, LPT ∃C ∈ CTL . m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C)
e.m(e) ∝ LIB, LPT (Rel-Lib-Invk)
e ∝ eˆ, LPT
(C)e ∝ (C)eˆ, LPT (Rel-Cast)
e ∝ LIB, LPT
(C)e ∝ LIB, LPT (Rel-Lib-Cast)
e ∝ eˆ, LPT eˆ ∈ LPT
e ∝ LIB, LPT (Rel-Lpt)
Figure 6.8: The definition of the abstraction relation ∝
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6.6 Averroes Reduction
Since the FJ reduction rules can only be used to reduce expressions, a new reduction relation
is needed to reduce a pair (e, LPT) in the FJAve program. Additional rules are also required to
reduce the special expression LIB. Therefore, we define a new reduction relation  to satisfy
both requirements.
Figure 6.9 provides the definition of a new reduction relation that executes expressions in the
FJAve program. The reduction relation is of the form e, LPT eˆ, LPT′, read: expression e reduces
to expression eˆ in one step, while adding some expressions to the set LPT to yield the set LPT′.
We write ∗ for the reflexive and transitive closure of .
The original FJ reduction rules are preserved by the rule RA-FJ which maps any reduction
that could take place in FJ, with CT ′ as the class table, to a reduction that could take place in
FJAve. We then define four main reduction rules, each corresponding to one of the constraints of
the separate compilation assumption as implemented in the Averroes doItAll() method. Just
as the doItAll() method manipulates values in the field libraryPointsTo, the corresponding
constraints manipulate expressions in the set LPT.
• RA-Field models fields accessed by the library (Constraint 5).
• RA-New models classes that could be instantiated by the library (Constraint 2).
• RA-Invk models methods that could be called by the library (Constraint 4).
• RA-Cast models cast operations that the library is allowed to make.
All of these RA-* rules add to the set LPT expressions that the library could potentially
create, satisfying Constraint 3. Other constraints of the separate compilation assumption do not
have corresponding rules because of the limited forms an FJ expression can have:
• Constraint 6 does not apply because expressions in FJ cannot be array accesses.
• Constraint 7 does not apply because classes in FJ do not have static initializers.
• Constraint 8 does not apply because FJ omits exceptions from the full Java.
Three more reduction rules are defined to enable the following desired behaviour:
• RA-Lib-Invk models calls into the library that should reduce to the special expression
LIB, which replaces the original library method body.
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e
CT ′−→ e′
e, LPT e′, LPT
(RA-FJ)
CT ′ ` declaringclass(f) ∈ CT ′L
d, LPT d, LPT ∪ {LIB.f} (RA-Field)
C ∈ CT ′L
d, LPT d, LPT ∪ {new C(LIB)} (RA-New)
m ∈ CT ′ ` dmethods(C) C ∈ CT ′L
d, LPT d, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} (RA-Invk)
(C)LIB, LPT LIB, LPT (RA-Cast)
CT ′ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CT ′L
(new C(e)).m(d), LPT LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(e)} ∪ d (RA-Lib-Invk)
e ∈ LPT
LIB, LPT e, LPT (RA-Return)
e ∈ LPT e, LPT e′, LPT′
d, LPT d, LPT ∪ LPT′ ∪ {e′} (RA-Sub)
e0, LPT e0′, LPT′
e0.f, LPT e0′.f, LPT ∪ LPT′
(RAC-Field)
e0, LPT e0′, LPT′
e0.m(e), LPT e0′.m(e), LPT ∪ LPT′ (RAC-Invk-Recv)
ei, LPT ei′, LPT′
e0.m(. . . , ei, . . .), LPT e0.m(. . . , ei′, . . .), LPT ∪ LPT′ (RAC-Invk-Arg)
ei, LPT ei′, LPT′
new C(. . . , ei, . . .), LPT new C(. . . , ei′, . . .), LPT ∪ LPT′ (RAC-New-Arg)
e0, LPT e0′, LPT′
(C)e0, LPT (C)e0′, LPT ∪ LPT′ (RAC-Cast)
Figure 6.9: The definition of the reduction relation 
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• RA-Return models returning from a method call to the library by reducing LIB to an
expression in the set LPT.
• RA-Sub allows the set LPT to expand by including the reduction of any of its elements.
This rule is needed because the FJ semantics is call-by-name, so any sub-expression can be
reduced at any time, including expressions in the set LPT.
Similar to FJ, all of the previous RA-* reduction rules may be applied at any point in an
expression. Therefore, we define the congruence rules (whose names start with RAC-). For
example, if e, LPT eˆ, LPT′ then e.f, LPT eˆ.f, LPT′.
6.7 Proof Outline
In general, if a method m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C) calls method m′ ∈ CT ` dmethods(C ′), then
there are four types of call edges that Averroes needs to handle:
• A-A: an application to application call edge, where C ∈ CTA and C ′ ∈ CTA
• A-L: an application to library call edge, where C ∈ CTA and C ′ ∈ CTL
• L-A: a library to application call back edge, where C ∈ CTL and C ′ ∈ CTA
• L-L: a library to library call edge, where C ∈ CTL and C ′ ∈ CTL
In this proof, we will inductively prove that for any trace of an FJ program, there is a
corresponding trace in its FJAve counterpart whose steps are related by the abstraction relation
∝. More importantly, if an A-A or L-A call expression is related to an FJAve expression, then
we will prove that the corresponding expression in the FJAve trace is also a call with the same
call target. If an A-L expression is related to an FJAve expression, then the FJAve expression is
a call to the special expression LIB. As a result, for each call edge in the original trace, a call
graph constructed for the FJAve trace will have:
• the same A-A edges,
• an edge to LIB for each call into the library,
• an edge from LIB to the correct application method for each library callback edge, and
• no call edges between library methods (L-L).
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This definition of the call graph constructed for the FJAve trace is similar to the definition of
the summary call graph defined for the separate compilation assumption in Chapter 1.
The proof is structured as follows. Lemmas 1-2 prove some properties of the partial function
mresolve. Lemmas 3-6 prove some properties for the abstraction relation ∝. Lemmas 7-9 prove
some properties for the reduction relation . Lemma 10 proves some properties for expressions
reduced within the library points-to set. Lemma 11 is the main lemma in our proof, and proves
that for any trace of an FJ program, there is a corresponding trace in its FJAve counterpart
whose steps are related by the abstraction relation ∝. Lemma 12 relates the initial expression of
an FJ program to its FJAve counterpart. Finally, Theorem 1 proves that any call graph that is
sound for the FJAve program soundly over-approximates the application part of the call graph of
the original FJ program. This is because, for any call edge that can occur in an execution of the
original FJ program, a corresponding call edge can occur in an execution of the FJAve program.
6.8 Proof
Lemma 1 shows that if a method call resolves to an application method, then the dynamic type
of the receiver is an application class. This is because a library class cannot extend an application
class (Constraint 1).
Lemma 1.
Σ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA
C ∈ CTA
Proof. By structural induction on the derivation of Σ `mresolve(m, C).
Case M-Res:
Σ `mresolve(m, C) = C HM-ResI
C ∈ CTA HΣ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTAI
Case M-Res-Inh:
class C extends D
Σ `mresolve(m, C) = Σ `mresolve(m, D) HM-Res-InhI
Σ `mresolve(m, D) ∈ CTA Hlemma preconditionI
D ∈ CTA Hinduction hypothesisI
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C ∈ CTA HAve-CTI
Lemma 2 shows that if a method call resolves to method m in an application class C, then
the dynamic type of the receiver is either the application class C or one of its superclasses in the
transformed library CT ′L. This is because the method m can either be defined in C or inherited.
If m is inherited, then it cannot be inherited from an application class, otherwise the call would
have resolved to that application superclass. Therefore, it must be inherited from a library class
which should be transformed by Averroes and should be present in CT ′L (Ave-Method).
Lemma 2.
C ∈ CTA CT `mresolve(m, C) is defined
CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA ∨ CT ′ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CT ′L
Proof. By structural induction on the derivation of CT `mresolve(m, C).
Case M-Res:
CT `mresolve(m, C) = C HM-ResI
CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA HC ∈ CTAI
Case M-Res-Inh:
class C extends D
CT `mresolve(m, C) = CT `mresolve(m, D) HM-Res-InhI
CT `mresolve(m, D) is defined Hlemma preconditionI
D can either be in CTA or CTL
If D ∈ CTA:
CT `mresolve(m, D) ∈ CTA ∨ CT ′ `mresolve(m, D) ∈ CT ′LHinduction hypothesisI
∴ CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA ∨ CT ′ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CT ′L
If D ∈ CTL:
D ∈ CT ′L HAve-CTI
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CT ′ `mresolve(m, D) ∈ CT ′L HAve-MethodI
∴ CT ′ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CT ′L
A method call in FJ is reduced to the body of the target method, with the receiver substituted
for the this variable and the arguments of the call substituted for the method parameters.
Lemma 3 shows that if the receiver and arguments of a method call in the original FJ program are
replaced in the corresponding FJAve program by expressions related to them by the abstraction
relation ∝, then the resulting method bodies after the respective substitutions are also related
by ∝.
Lemma 3. Let e0 be any FJ expression that type-checks in CT
′, let σ be the substitution
[d/x, q/this], and let σˆ be the substitution [dˆ/x, qˆ/this]. Then, the following statement holds:
d ∝ dˆ, LPT q ∝ qˆ, LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT
Proof. By structural induction on the form of the expression e0.
Case Var:
e0 = xi
∴ σ e0 = σ xi = di and
σˆ e0 = σˆ xi = dˆi
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT Hd ∝ dˆ, LPTI
Case This:
e0 = this
∴ σ e0 = σ this = q and
σˆ e0 = σˆ this = qˆ
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT Hq ∝ qˆ, LPTI
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Case Field:
e0 = e.f
σ e ∝ σˆ e, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
(σ e).f ∝ (σˆ e).f, LPT HRel-FieldI
σ (e.f) ∝ σˆ (e.f), LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT
Case New:
e0 = new C(p)
σ p ∝ σˆ p, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
C ∈ CT ′ He0 type-checks in CT ′I
new C(σ p) ∝ new C(σˆ p), LPT HRel-NewI
σ (new C(p)) ∝ σˆ (new C(p)), LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT
Case Invk:
e0 = e.m(d)
σ e ∝ σˆ e, LPT
σ d ∝ σˆ d, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
(σ e).m(σ d) ∝ (σˆ e).m(σˆ d), LPT HRel-InvkI
σ (e.m(d)) ∝ σˆ (e.m(d)), LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT
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Case Cast:
e0 = (C)e
σ e ∝ σˆ e, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
(C)(σ e) ∝ (C)(σˆ e), LPT HRel-CastI
σ ((C)e) ∝ σˆ ((C)e), LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT
Lemma 4 shows a similar property as shown in Lemma 3 but for expressions abstracted by
the special expression LIB.
Lemma 4. Let e0 be any FJ expression that type-checks in CTL, and let σ be the substitution
[d/x, q/this]. Then, the following statement holds:
d ∝ LIB, LPT q ∝ LIB, LPT
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
Proof. By structural induction on the form of the expression e0.
Case Var:
e0 = xi
∴ σ e0 = σ xi = di
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT Hd ∝ LIB, LPTI
Case This:
e0 = this
∴ σ e0 = σ this = q
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT Hq ∝ LIB, LPTI
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Case Field:
e0 = e.f
σ e ∝ LIB, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
CT ` declaringclass(f) ∈ CTL He0 type-checks in CTLI
(σ e).f ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-FieldI
σ (e.f) ∝ LIB, LPT
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
Case New:
e0 = new C(p)
σ p ∝ LIB, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
C ∈ CTL He0 type-checks in CTLI
new C(σ p) ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-NewI
σ (new C(p)) ∝ LIB, LPT
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
Case Invk:
e0 = e.m(d)
σ e ∝ LIB, LPT
σ d ∝ LIB, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
∃C ∈ CTL . m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C) He0 type-checks in CTLI
(σ e).m(σ d) ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-InvkI
σ (e.m(d)) ∝ LIB, LPT
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σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
Case Cast:
e0 = (C)e
σ e ∝ LIB, LPT Hinduction hypothesisI
(C)(σ e) ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-CastI
σ ((C)e) ∝ LIB, LPT
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
Lemma 5 shows that expanding the set LPT, by adding more expressions to it, does not affect
the abstraction relation e ∝ eˆ, LPT.
Lemma 5.
e ∝ eˆ, LPT
e ∝ eˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ
Proof. By structural induction on the derivation of e ∝ eˆ, LPT.
Case Rel-Field:
e = q.f
eˆ = qˆ.f
q ∝ qˆ, LPT
HRel-FieldI
q ∝ qˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
q.f ∝ qˆ.f, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-FieldI
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Case Rel-Lib-Field:
e = q.f
eˆ = LIB
CT ` declaringclass(f) ∈ CTL
q ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-FieldI
q ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
q.f ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-Lib-FieldI
Case Rel-New:
e = new C(p)
eˆ = new C(pˆ)
C ∈ CT ′
p ∝ pˆ, LPT
HRel-NewI
p ∝ pˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
new C(p) ∝ new C(pˆ), LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-NewI
Case Rel-Lib-New:
e = new C(p)
eˆ = LIB
C ∈ CTL
p ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-NewI
p ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-Lib-NewI
Case Rel-Invk:
e = q.m(d)
eˆ = qˆ.m(dˆ)
q ∝ qˆ, LPT
d ∝ dˆ, LPT
HRel-InvkI
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q ∝ qˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ
d ∝ dˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
q.m(d) ∝ qˆ.m(dˆ), LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-InvkI
Case Rel-Lib-Invk:
e = q.m(d)
eˆ = LIB
∃C ∈ CTL . m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C)
q ∝ LIB, LPT
d ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-InvkI
q ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ
d ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
q.m(d) ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-Lib-InvkI
Case Rel-Cast:
e = (C)q
eˆ = (C)qˆ
q ∝ qˆ, LPT
HRel-CastI
q ∝ qˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
(C)q ∝ (C)qˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-CastI
Case Rel-Lib-Cast:
e = (C)q
eˆ = LIB
q ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-CastI
q ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
(C)q ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-Lib-CastI
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Case Rel-Lpt:
eˆ = LIB
∃ qˆ ∈ LPT . e ∝ qˆ, LPT HRel-LptI
e ∝ qˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ Hinduction hypothesisI
qˆ ∈ LPT ∪ yˆ Hqˆ ∈ LPTI
e ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ yˆ HRel-LptI
The result of applying the the reduction rule  along an FJAve trace should only refer to
fields, classes, and methods declared in classes in CT ′. Definition 1 formalizes this notion.
Definition 1. Let P(eˆ, LPT) be true if all of the fields, classes, and methods referenced in eˆ and
in all of the expressions in LPT are declared in classes in CT ′.
Lemma 6 shows that if an expression e is abstracted by an expression eˆ that flows into the
library (i.e., eˆ ∈ LPT), then the library (i.e., the special expression LIB) can also abstract the
expression e. This lemma factors out the proof of the additional subcase for the rule Rel-Lpt
in all the cases handled by Lemma 11.
Lemma 6. If e ∝ eˆ, LPT and P(eˆ, LPT) holds, then there exists an expression yˆ such that P(yˆ, LPT)
holds, e ∝ yˆ, LPT is derived by a rule other than Rel-Lpt, and eˆ, LPT∗ yˆ, LPT.
Proof. By structural induction on the derivation of e ∝ eˆ, LPT.
Case e ∝ eˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-Lpt:
eˆ = LIB
∃ qˆ ∈ LPT . e ∝ qˆ, LPT HRel-LptI
P(qˆ, LPT) holds Hqˆ ∈ LPTI
There exists an expression dˆ such that
P(dˆ, LPT) holds
e ∝ dˆ, LPT is derived by a rule other than Rel-Lpt and
qˆ, LPT∗ dˆ, LPT
Hinduction hypothesisI
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LIB, LPT qˆ, LPT HRA-ReturnI
∗ dˆ, LPT
Letting yˆ = dˆ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case e ∝ eˆ, LPT is derived by a rule other than Rel-Lpt:
Letting yˆ = eˆ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Lemma 7 shows that expanding the set LPT, by adding more expressions to it, also preserves
the reduction relation eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′.
Lemma 7.
eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′
eˆ, LPT ∪ yˆ  eˆ′, LPT′ ∪ yˆ
Proof. By trivial structural induction on the derivation of eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′.
Lemma 8 shows that the reduction relation eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′ preserves the expressions in the
set LPT, and possibly adds new expressions to it.
Lemma 8.
eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′
LPT ⊆ LPT′
Proof. By trivial structural induction on the derivation of eˆ, LPT eˆ′, LPT′.
An FJ expression e0 could be illegal in CT
′ because it references fields, classes or methods that
are not in the FJAve transformation of the given FJ program. Such an expression e0 is abstracted
by the special expression LIB (e0 ∝ LIB, LPT0). If a sub-expression en of the expression e0 is
reduced, then both e0 and en should still be abstracted by the special expression LIB.
Lemma 9 shows that if an expression e0 is reduced to an expression en outside the library
points-to set (e0, LPT0 ∗ en, LPTn), then if e0 is in some LPT′0, then it can also reduce to en
inside the library points-to set (LIB, LPT′0 ∗ LIB, LPT′n and en ∈ LPT′n).
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Lemma 9. Let e0 be an expression that is not LIB, such that e0 ∈ LPT0. Then, if
e0, LPT0  e1, LPT1  . . . en, LPTn
then
LIB, LPT′0  LIB, LPT′1  . . . LIB, LPT′n
where
LPT′i = LPTi ∪ {ek : k ≤ i}
Proof. By induction on the number of steps n taken to derive e0, LPT0 ∗ en, LPTn.
Case n = 0:
en = e0
LPTn = LPT0
LPT′n = LPT′0
Then it follows directly that
LIB, LPT′0  LIB, LPT′1  . . . LIB, LPT′n
Case n > 0:
e0 ∈ LPT0
e0, LPT0  e1, LPT1  . . . ei, LPTi  ei+1, LPTi+1
Hlemma preconditionI
LPT0 ⊆ LPT1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ LPTi ⊆ LPTi+1 HLemma 8I
∀i ei ∈ LPT′i
LIB, LPT′0  LIB, LPT′1  . . . LIB, LPT′i
Hinduction hypothesisI
ei, LPTi ∪ LPT′i  ei+1, LPTi+1 ∪ LPT′i HLemma 7I
ei, LPT
′
i  ei+1, LPTi+1 ∪ LPT′i HLPTi ⊆ LPT′iI
LIB, LPT′i  LIB, LPT′i ∪ LPTi+1 ∪ {ei+1} HRA-SubI
= LIB, LPT′i+1 HLPTi ⊆ LPTi+1 and by the
definition of LPT′i+1I
∴ LIB, LPT′0  LIB, LPT′1  . . . LIB, LPT′i+1
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Lemma 10 shows that if an expression e is returned from the library points-to set in a reduction
sequence (LIB, LPT ∗ e, LPT′), then there also exists a reduction sequence starting at LIB, LPT
in which e is kept within the library points-to set (LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′ and e ∈ LPT′′).
Lemma 10. If
e0 LIB, LPT
e0
′ eˆ′0, LPT′
∝
CT
∗
∝
then there exists LPT′′such that
e0 LIB, LPT
e0
′ LIB, LPT′′
∝
CT
∗
∝
Proof. By case analysis on the form of eˆ′0.
Case eˆ′0 = LIB:
Let LPT′′ = LPT′. Then, it follows directly that
e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′
Case eˆ′0 6= LIB:
Since eˆ′0 6= LIB, there must be at least one intermediate reduction step to reduce LIB, LPT to
eˆ′0, LPT′. Therefore, there exists a set LPT0, such that LIB, LPT∗ e, LPT0 ∗ eˆ′0, LPT′.
The only rule that reduces LIB to an expression e that is not LIB is RA-Return.
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
LIB, LPT0 ∗ LIB, LPT′′′
LPT′ ⊆ LPT′′′
eˆ′0 ∈ LPT′′′
HLemma 9I
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e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′′ Hlemma precondition and Lemma 5I
e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-LptI
Letting LPT′′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Lemma 11 shows that for any trace of an FJ program, there is a corresponding trace in its
FJAve counterpart whose reduction steps are related by the abstraction relation ∝.
Lemma 11. Let e0 be an initial FJ program that type-checks in CT . If
• e0 CT−→∗ e CT−→ e′
• e ∝ eˆ, LPT and
• P(eˆ, LPT) holds
then
• e type-checks in CT (by the type preservation proof for FJ [30])
• there exists an expression eˆ′ and a set LPT′ such that eˆ, LPT ∗ eˆ′, LPT′ and e′ ∝ eˆ′, LPT′
and
• P(eˆ′, LPT′) holds
This is summarized in the following diagram
e0
e eˆ, LPT
e′ eˆ′, LPT′
CT
∗
∝
CT
∗
∝
Proof. By Lemma 6, there exists an expression yˆ such that e ∝ yˆ, LPT is derived by a rule other
than Rel-Lpt. We will show that yˆ, LPT ∗ eˆ′, LPT′ which implies that eˆ, LPT ∗ eˆ′, LPT′. We
will prove this lemma by structural induction on the derivation of the reduction e
CT−→ e′.
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Case R-Field:
e = (new C(p)).fi
e′ = pi
Σ `fields(C) = C f
He CT−→ e′ by R-FieldI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Field or Rel-Lib-Field.
Subcase Rel-Field:
yˆ = qˆ.fi
new C(p) ∝ qˆ, LPT HRel-FieldI
C can either be in CTA or CTL He type-checks in CT I
If C ∈ CTA:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ)
p ∝ pˆ, LPT HRel-NewI
qˆ.fi, LPT∗ (new C(pˆ)).fi, LPT HRAC-FieldI
 pˆi, LPT HR-Field and RA-FJI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ pˆi, LPT
Letting eˆ′ = pˆi and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If C ∈ CTL:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-Lib-New
P(yˆ, LPT) holds
HLemma 6I
zˆ = LIB
p ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-NewI
Let Cˆ = CT ′ ` declaringclass(fi). Then,
Cˆ ∈ CTL HAve-FieldI
Cˆ ∈ CT ′L HP(yˆ, LPT) holdsI
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qˆ.fi, LPT∗ LIB.fi, LPT HRAC-FieldI
 LIB.fi, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HRA-NewI
 (new Cˆ(LIB)).fi, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HRA-Return and
RAC-FieldI
 LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HR-Field and RA-FJI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)}
p ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HLemma 5I
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Field:
yˆ = LIB
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT
CT ` declaringclass(fi) ∈ CTL
HRel-Lib-FieldI
C can either be in CTA or CTL He type-checks in CT I
If C ∈ CTA:
∃ zˆ . LIB, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ)
p ∝ pˆ, LPT HRel-NewI
CT ′ ` declaringclass(fi) ∈ CT ′L HAve-FieldI
LIB, LPT LIB, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} HRA-FieldI
 LIB.fi, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} HRA-ReturnI
∗ (new C(pˆ)).fi, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} HRAC-FieldI
 pˆi, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} HR-Field and RA-FJI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ pˆi, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi}
p ∝ pˆ, LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} HLemma 5I
Letting eˆ′ = pˆi and LPT′ = LPT ∪ {LIB.fi} satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
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If C ∈ CTL:
∃ zˆ . LIB, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-Lib-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = LIB
p ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-NewI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case R-Invk:
e = (new C(p)).m(d) and e′ = σ e0
where σ = [d/x, new C(p)/this]
CT `mbody(m, C) = x.e0
He CT−→ e′ by R-InvkI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Invk or Rel-Lib-Invk.
Additionally, the function CT `mresolve(m, C) yields a class either in CTA or CTL.
Subcase Rel-Invk and CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA:
yˆ = qˆ.m(dˆ)
new C(p) ∝ qˆ, LPT
d ∝ dˆ, LPT
HRel-InvkI
C ∈ CTA HLemma 1I
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ) HRel-NewI
qˆ.m(dˆ), LPT∗ (new C(pˆ)).m(dˆ), LPT HRAC-Invk-RecvI
 σˆ e0, LPT HR-Invk and RA-FJI
where σˆ = [dˆ/x, new C(pˆ)/this]
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ σˆ e0, LPT
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT HLemma 3I
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Letting eˆ′ = σˆ e0 and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Invk and CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTL:
yˆ = qˆ.m(dˆ)
new C(p) ∝ qˆ, LPT
d ∝ dˆ, LPT
HRel-InvkI
C can either be in CTA or CTL He type-checks in CT I
If C ∈ CTA:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New
P(zˆ, LPT) holds
HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ) HRel-NewI
CT ′ `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CT ′L HLemma 2I
qˆ.m(dˆ), LPT∗ (new C(pˆ)).m(dˆ), LPT HRAC-Invk-RecvI
 LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HRA-Lib-InvkI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ
new C(p) ∝ new C(pˆ), LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 5I
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HRel-LptI
d ∝ dˆ, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 5I
d ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HRel-LptI
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 4I
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT ∪ {new C(pˆ)} ∪ dˆ
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
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If C ∈ CTL:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-Lib-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = LIB HRel-Lib-NewI
Let m ∈ CT ′ ` dmethods(Cˆ)
Cˆ ∈ CTL HAve-MethodI
Cˆ ∈ CT ′L Hlemma precondition on
yˆI
∴ CT ′ `mresolve(m, Cˆ) ∈ CT ′L
qˆ.m(d), LPT∗ LIB.m(dˆ), LPT HRAC-Invk-RecvI
 LIB.m(dˆ), LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HRA-NewI
 (new Cˆ(LIB)).m(dˆ), LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} HRA-Return and
RAC-Invk-RecvI
 LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ HRA-Lib-InvkI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 5I
d ∝ dˆ, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 5I
d ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ HRel-LptI
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ HLemma 4I
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT ∪ {new Cˆ(LIB)} ∪ dˆ
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Invk and CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA:
yˆ = LIB
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT
d ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-InvkI
C ∈ CTA HLemma 1I
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∃ zˆ . LIB, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ) HRel-NewI
∃ Cˆ ∈ CT ′L . m ∈ CT ′ ` dmethods(Cˆ) HAve-MethodI
LIB, LPT LIB, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRA-InvkI
 LIB.m(LIB), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRA-ReturnI
 (new C(pˆ)).m(LIB), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRAC-Invk-RecvI
 σˆ e0, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HR-Invk and RA-FJI
where σˆ = [LIB/x, new C(pˆ)/this]
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ σˆ e0, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)}
d ∝ LIB, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HLemma 5I
new C(p) ∝ new C(pˆ), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HLemma 5I
σ e0 ∝ σˆ e0, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HLemma 3I
Letting eˆ′ = σˆ e0 and LPT′ = LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)}
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Invk and CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTL:
yˆ = LIB
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT
d ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-InvkI
σ e0 ∝ LIB, LPT HLemma 4I
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
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Case R-Cast:
e = (D)(new C(p))
e′ = new C(p)
C <: D
He CT−→ e′ by R-CastI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Cast or Rel-Lib-Cast.
Subcase Rel-Cast:
yˆ = (D)qˆ
new C(p) ∝ qˆ, LPT HRel-CastI
C can either be in CTA or CTL He type-checks in CT I
If C ∈ CTA:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = new C(pˆ) HRel-NewI
(D)qˆ, LPT∗ (D)(new C(pˆ)), LPT HRAC-CastI
 new C(pˆ), LPT HR-Cast and RA-FJI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ new C(pˆ), LPT
Letting eˆ′ = new C(pˆ) and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If C ∈ CTL:
∃ zˆ . qˆ, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT is derived by Rel-Lib-New HLemma 6I
zˆ = LIB HRel-Lib-NewI
(D)qˆ, LPT∗ (D)LIB, LPT HRAC-CastI
 LIB, LPT HRA-CastI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
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Subcase Rel-Lib-Cast:
yˆ = LIB
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT HRel-Lib-CastI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case RC-Field:
e = e0.f
e′ = e0′.f
e0
CT−→ e0′
He CT−→ e′ by RC-FieldI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Field or Rel-Lib-Field.
Subcase Rel-Field:
yˆ = eˆ0.f
e0 ∝ eˆ0, LPT
HRel-FieldI
There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
eˆ0, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
eˆ0.f, LPT∗ eˆ′0.f, LPT′′ HRAC-FieldI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ eˆ′0.f, LPT′′
e0
′.f ∝ eˆ′0.f, LPT′′ HRel-FieldI
Letting eˆ′ = eˆ′0.f and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Field:
yˆ = LIB
e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
CT ` declaringclass(f) ∈ CTL
HRel-Lib-FieldI
There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
LIB, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
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If eˆ′0 = LIB:
∴ e0′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
e0
′.f ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HRel-Lib-FieldI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If eˆ′0 6= LIB:
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 10I
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′
e0
′.f ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-Lib-FieldI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case RC-Invk-Recv:
e = e0.m(d)
e′ = e0′.m(d)
e0
CT−→ e0′
He CT−→ e′ by RC-Invk-RecvI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Invk or Rel-Lib-Invk.
Subcase Rel-Invk:
yˆ = eˆ0.m(dˆ)
e0 ∝ eˆ0, LPT
d ∝ dˆ, LPT
HRel-InvkI
There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
eˆ0, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
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eˆ0.m(dˆ), LPT∗ eˆ′0.m(dˆ), LPT′′ HRAC-Invk-RecvI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ eˆ′0.m(dˆ), LPT′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′ HLemma 8I
d ∝ dˆ, LPT′′ HLemma 5I
e0
′.m(d) ∝ eˆ′0.m(dˆ), LPT′′ HRel-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = eˆ′0.m(dˆ) and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Invk:
yˆ = LIB
e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
∃C ∈ CTL . m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C)
HRel-Lib-InvkI
There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
LIB, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
If eˆ′0 = LIB:
∴ e0′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′ HLemma 8I
d ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HLemma 5I
e0
′.m(d) ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HRel-Lib-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
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If eˆ′0 6= LIB:
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 10I
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′′ HLemma 8I
d ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 5I
e0
′.m(d) ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-Lib-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case RC-Invk-Arg:
e = e0.m(. . . , di, . . .)
e′ = e0.m(. . . , di′, . . .)
di
CT−→ di′
He CT−→ e′ by RC-Invk-ArgI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Invk or Rel-Lib-Invk.
Subcase Rel-Invk:
yˆ = eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆi, . . .)
e0 ∝ eˆ0, LPT
di ∝ dˆi, LPT
HRel-InvkI
There exists a pair dˆ′i, LPT
′′ such that
dˆi, LPT∗ dˆ′i, LPT′′ and
di
′ ∝ dˆ′i, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆi, . . .), LPT∗ eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′ HRAC-Invk-ArgI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′ HLemma 8I
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e0 ∝ eˆ0, LPT′′ HLemma 5I
e0.m(. . . , di
′, . . .) ∝ eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′ HRel-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = eˆ0.m(. . . , dˆ′i, . . .) and LPT
′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Invk:
yˆ = LIB
e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
∃C ∈ CTL . m ∈ CT ` dmethods(C)
HRel-Lib-InvkI
There exists a pair dˆ′i, LPT
′′ such that
dˆi, LPT∗ dˆ′i, LPT′′ and
di
′ ∝ dˆ′i, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
If dˆ′i = LIB:
∴ di′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′ HLemma 8I
e0 ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HLemma 5I
e0.m(. . . , di
′, . . .) ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HRel-Lib-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If dˆ′i 6= LIB:
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
di
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 10I
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′
LPT ⊆ LPT′′′ HLemma 8I
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e0 ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 5I
e0.m(. . . , di
′, . . .) ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-Lib-InvkI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case RC-New-Arg:
e = new C(. . . , pi, . . .)
e′ = new C(. . . , pˆi, . . .)
pi
CT−→ pˆi
He CT−→ e′ by RC-New-ArgI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-New or Rel-Lib-New.
Subcase Rel-New:
yˆ = new C(. . . , pˆi, . . .)
C ∈ CT ′
pi ∝ pˆi, LPT
HRel-NewI
There exists a pair pˆ′i, LPT
′′ such that
pˆi, LPT∗ pˆ′i, LPT′′ and
pi
′ ∝ pˆ′i, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
new C(. . . , pˆi, . . .), LPT∗ new C(. . . , pˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′ HRAC-New-ArgI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ new C(. . . , pˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′
new C(. . . , pi
′, . . .) ∝ new C(. . . , pˆ′i, . . .), LPT′′ HRel-NewI
Letting eˆ′ = new C(. . . , pˆ′i, . . .) and LPT
′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-New:
yˆ = LIB
C ∈ CTL
pi ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-NewI
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There exists a pair pˆ′i, LPT
′′ such that
LIB, LPT∗ pˆ′i, LPT′′ and
pi
′ ∝ pˆ′i, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
If pˆ′i = LIB:
∴ pi′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
new C(. . . , pi
′, . . .) ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HRel-Lib-NewI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If pˆ′i 6= LIB:
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
pi
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 10I
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′
new C(. . . , pi
′, . . .) ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-Lib-NewI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Case RC-Cast:
e = (C)e0
e′ = (C)e0′
e0
CT−→ e0′
He CT−→ e′ by RC-CastI
From the form of e, the fact e ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by either Rel-Cast or Rel-Lib-Cast.
Subcase Rel-Cast:
yˆ = (C)eˆ0
e0 ∝ eˆ0, LPT
HRel-CastI
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There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
eˆ0, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
(C)eˆ0, LPT∗ (C)eˆ′0, LPT′′ HRAC-CastI
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ eˆ′0.f, LPT′′
(C)e0
′ ∝ (C)eˆ′0, LPT′′ HRel-CastI
Letting eˆ′ = (C)eˆ′0 and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Subcase Rel-Lib-Cast:
yˆ = LIB
e0 ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-CastI
There exists a pair eˆ′0, LPT′′ such that
LIB, LPT∗ eˆ′0, LPT′′ and
e0
′ ∝ eˆ′0, LPT′′
Hinduction hypothesisI
If eˆ′0 = LIB:
∴ e0′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′
(C)e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′ HRel-Lib-CastI
Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
If eˆ′0 6= LIB:
There exists a set LPT′′′ such that
e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ and
LIB, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′ HLemma 10I
∴ eˆ, LPT∗ LIB, LPT′′′
(C)e0
′ ∝ LIB, LPT′′′ HRel-Lib-CastI
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Letting eˆ′ = LIB and LPT′ = LPT′′′ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Lemma 12 relates the initial expression of an FJ program to its FJAve counterpart.
Lemma 12. Let e0 be the initial expression of an FJ program. If e0
CT−→∗ e, then e0, {}∗ eˆ, LPT
and e ∝ eˆ, LPT and P(eˆ, LPT) holds.
Proof. By induction on the number of steps n taken to derive e0
CT−→∗ e
Case n = 0:
e = eˆ = e0
P(e0, {}) holds He0 is an application expression and by Ave-CTI
We will prove that the relation e0 ∝ e0, {} holds by structural induction on the form of e0.
Subcase Field:
e0 = q.f
q ∝ q, {} Hinduction hypothesisI
q.f ∝ q.f, {} HRel-FieldI
e0 ∝ e0, {}
Subcase New:
e0 = new C(p)
p ∝ p, {} Hinduction hypothesisI
C ∈ CT ′ HP(e0, {}) holdsI
new C(p) ∝ new C(p), {} HRel-NewI
e0 ∝ e0, {}
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Subcase Invk:
e0 = q.m(d)
q ∝ q, {}
d ∝ d, {} Hinduction hypothesisI
q.m(d) ∝ q.m(d), {} HRel-InvkI
e0 ∝ e0, {}
Subcase Cast:
e0 = (D)q
q ∝ q, {} Hinduction hypothesisI
(D)q ∝ (D)q, {} HRel-FieldI
e0 ∝ e0, {}
Case n > 0:
e0
CT−→∗ ei CT−→ ei+1 Hlemma preconditionI
e0, {}∗ eˆi, LPTi
ei ∝ eˆi, LPTi
P(eˆi, LPTi) holds
Hinduction hypothesisI
e0, {}∗ eˆi+1, LPTi+1
ei+1 ∝ eˆi+1, LPTi+1
P(eˆi+1, LPTi+1) holds
HLemma 11I
Theorem 1 shows that any call graph that is sound for the FJAve program soundly over-
approximates the application part of the call graph of the original FJ program. The theorem
proves this property by showing that for any call edge that can occur in an execution of the
application part of the original FJ program, a corresponding call edge can occur in an execution
of the FJAve program.
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Theorem 1. If e0
CT−→∗ (new C(p)).m(d) and CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA, then
e0, {}∗ (new C(pˆ)).m(dˆ), LPT.
Proof. We will prove this theorem using the conclusions of Lemma 6 and Lemma 12.
There exists a pair eˆ, LPT such that
e0, {}∗ eˆ, LPT
(new C(p)).m(d) ∝ eˆ, LPT
P(eˆ, LPT) holds
HLemma 12I
There exists an expression yˆ such that
(new C(p)).m(d) ∝ yˆ, LPT could be derived by Rel-Invk or Rel-Lib-Invk, and
eˆ, LPT∗ yˆ, LPT HLemma 6I
Case Rel-Invk:
yˆ = (new C(pˆ)).m(dˆ) HRel-InvkI
∴ e0, {}∗ eˆ, LPT∗ (new C(pˆ)).m(dˆ), LPT
Case Rel-Lib-Invk:
yˆ = LIB
new C(p) ∝ LIB, LPT
d ∝ LIB, LPT
HRel-Lib-InvkI
∃ zˆ . LIB, LPT∗ zˆ, LPT and HLemma 6I
new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT could be derived by Rel-New or Rel-Lib-New
Subcase Rel-New:
zˆ = new C(pˆ) HRel-NewI
∃ Cˆ ∈ CT ′L . m ∈ CT ′ ` dmethods(Cˆ) HAve-MethodI
LIB, LPT LIB, LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRA-InvkI
 LIB.m(LIB), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRA-ReturnI
 (new C(pˆ)).m(LIB), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)} HRAC-Invk-RecvI
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∴ e0, {}∗ eˆ, LPT∗ (new C(pˆ)).m(LIB), LPT ∪ {LIB.m(LIB)}
Subcase Rel-Lib-New:
C ∈ CTL HRel-Lib-NewI
∴ CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTL
However, CT `mresolve(m, C) ∈ CTA Htheorem preconditionI
Therefore, Rel-Lib-New cannot derive new C(p) ∝ zˆ, LPT
and this subcase can never occur.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Call graphs are the building block of inter-procedural static analyses used in compilers, verification
tools, and program understanding tools. The key problem that a call graph construction algorithm
tries to solve is dynamic dispatch. Since the receiver of a call could have been created anywhere in
the program, a precise call graph analysis generally has to analyze the whole program. However,
the large sizes of common libraries (e.g., the Java standard library) makes it very expensive to
analyze the whole program, even for a small program like a Java “Hello, World!” program. A
common practice to overcome this excessive cost is to either completely ignore the code in those
libraries, which yields unsound results, or conservatively over-approximate the side effects the
unanalyzed libraries could have on the client/application code, which could yield very imprecise
results.
In this dissertation, we proposed a novel approach that enables sound and precise call graph
construction for the application part of a given program without analyzing its library dependen-
cies.
7.1 The Separate Compilation Assumption
We have defined the separate compilation assumption, a realistic, yet useful, assumption that the
library code can be compiled separate from the client code that uses it. From this assumption,
we identified a set of constraints that enable precise call graph construction for the application
part of a Java program without analyzing its library dependencies. The constraints model the
side effects that the unanalyzed library code could have in terms of: class instantiation, method
calls, field and array accesses, and exception handling.
We have proven the correctness of the separate compilation assumption in the context of
call graph construction for Featherweight Java, a core calculus of the Java language. The main
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theme of the proof revolves around proving two properties for an FJ program P whose Averroes
transformation is P ′. First, the initial expression of P is related to the initial expression of P ′ by
the abstraction relation ∝. Second, for any trace of P , there exists a corresponding trace in P ′
whose steps are related by the abstraction relation ∝
7.2 Averroes
Averroes enables the use of the separate compilation assumption in all Java whole-program
analysis frameworks. Given any Java program, Averroes generates an alternative placeholder
library that models the constraints that follow from the separate compilation assumption. The
placeholder library can then be used instead of the original library classes as input to a whole-
program analysis.
We have empirically evaluated the soundness and precision of two Averroes-based tools
(SparkAve and DoopAve). Call graphs generated by both SparkAve and DoopAve were found
to be sound when compared to the dynamic call edges observed by *J during the execution of
a given program. We have also compared the precision of the Averroes-based tools and have
shown that the imprecise library callback edges computed by SparkAve and DoopAve further
caused some spurious edges to be computed between application methods and from application
methods to the library.
Since Averroes does not analyze the whole program, the overhead to construct the place-
holder library was found to be minimal. The size of the placeholder library generated by Aver-
roes is typically on the order of 80 kB of class files compared to 25 MB of class files found in the
Java standard library. We have also empirically shown that Averroes improves the analysis time
of whole-program call graph construction by a factor of 3.5x to 8x, while reducing the memory
required to finish the analysis by a factor of 8.4x to 12x.
7.3 Future Work
We identify the following possible directions for future work.
7.3.1 Averroes for frameworks
We plan to extend this work to generate placeholder libraries for various widely-used Java frame-
works (e.g., Android, J2EE, Eclipse Plug-ins) using Averroes. We hope that this will lead
to an easier means of analyzing client applications developed in these frameworks without the
need to analyze the framework itself. Like a library, a framework typically satisfies the separate
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compilation assumption because it is developed without knowledge of the client applications that
will be developed within it. One major difference is that in a framework, the main entry point
to the program resides in the framework rather than in the client application. The application is
then reflectively started by the framework code. We expect that with some changes, Averroes
will be applicable to these and other Java frameworks.
7.3.2 Averroes for non-Java programs
The essence of the separate compilation assumption can be applied to languages other than
Java to support partial program analyses for those languages. In our recent work [4], we have
implemented some of the constraints of the separate compilation assumption in the context of
analyzing Scala source files presented to the Scala compiler. In this case, the referenced library
classes are provided to the compiler as bytecodes packaged in JAR files. Therefore, the separate
compilation assumption was crucial to obtain sound and precise source-level analyses. We plan
to expand on this work and fully apply the separate compilation assumption in the context of the
Scala language. To achieve that, more constraints might be added to the separate compilation
assumption to support the very rich set of features provided by Scala (e.g., traits, closures, and
abstract type members). We also plan to apply the separate compilation assumption in the
context of dynamic languages, like Javascript.
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